




























































































Western tbeor~ of metapbor

ln this chapter, we do not intend to produce an exhaustive study about

the history of metaphor from Aristotle until the present day. Instead, our aim

is to bring forward, in a concise manner, a general literature apercu about

metaphor in Arabie and English. Our focus will be on definition,

classification and approache to the translation of metaphor

1- Definition of metaphor

ln Longrnan's Dictionary of Contemporary English (1978: 681),

metaphor is defined as "a phrase which describes one thing by stating

another thing to which it can be compared (as in the roses in her cheeks)".

Here, in this example, the topic 'cheeks' is compared to the vehicle 'roses',

the ground shared in this metaphor is 'beauty'. Another definition conceives

of metaphor as a figurative speech in which "a name or descriptive term is

transferred to sorne object different from, but analogous to, that to which it

is properly applicable". (The Oxford Dictionary, volume IX: 676).

Metaphor is also a "word or phrase literally denoting one kind of object or

idea used in place of another to suggest a likeness or analogy between them;

(e.g. in the ship ploughs the sea)". It is also a word or phrase "applied to an

object or action that it does not literally denote in order to imply a

resemblance, for example, heis a lion in battle". (English Dictionary &

Thesaurus 2002: 744).

It emerges from the aforementioned definitions that metaphor in western

theory is the use of a word or a phrase in which an analogous link is
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established between two elements sharing the same ground without using

"like" or "as". The two elements are called "tenor" or "topic" and "vehicle".

They are also called by Kôvecses (2002: 4) "source domain" and "target

domain". The relationship between tenor and vehicle is based on a

systematic mapping which means that both of them share a number of

features. Kôvecses (2002: 4) explains this systematic set of correspondences

between source domain and target domain by the following example "love

is a journey" in which journey is a source domain and love is a target

domain as it is illustrated below:

Source do main (joumey)

-The travellers

-The vehicle

-Thejoumey

-The distance covered

-The obstacles encountered

-The destination of the joumey

Target do main (love)

-The loyers

-The love relationship

-Events in the relationship

-The progress made

-The difficulties experienced

-The goal of the relationship

Metaphor is not only a linguistic phenomenon; Lakoff sees that

"metaphor is pervasive in everyday life, not just in language but in thought

and action. Our ordinary conceptual system, in terms of which we both

think and act, is fundamentally metaphorical in nature". (Lakoff 1980: 3).

According to Lakoff, metaphor is a phenomenon by which we live through

acts and thought. Lakoff illustrates his point of view through the following

examples:
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whichwe live through

through the following

-your c1aims are indefensible.

-He attacks every weak point in my argument.

-1demolished his argument.

-1have never won an argument with him.

-It shot down all myarguments.

The above examples make the reader feel as if he is engaged in a real

battle. Argument has become a real battle in which one attacks, demolishes,

wins, etc; and the person with whom we argue has become an enemy to

defeat. It is in this sense that Lakoff says "the ARGUMENT 1S WAR

metaphor is one that we live by in this culture; it structures the actions we

perform in arguing" (1980: 4). Metaphor is a vital element for language, and

for life. It is another channel which gives free rein to our imagination from

the denotative meaning of language.

2- Types of metaphor

1- Fowler's typology: metaphor in Fowler's typology is divided into

live and dead. Live metaphors "are offered and accepted with consciousness

of their nature as substitutes for their literal equivalence" (1926: 348-49). A

metaphor is caUed dead when the "speaker and hearer have ceased to be

aware that the word used is literal" (1926: 349). Cooper scales this type of

metaphor as follows : "the more we forget that it is being used instead of a

literal equivalent, the deader is the metaphor" (1986: 119). Basing himself

on the concept of consciousness / unconsciousness, he identifies Fowler's

approach as the "amnesiac scale". Indeed, both the speaker and the hearer

are affected by amnesia. The process of distinction between dead and live
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metaphors in Fowler's typology is mental depending upon the degree of

consciousness/unconsciousness of the speaker & reader. From this angle, it

is appropriate to consider it as a "mental classification".

2- Newmark's typology: in this typology, metaphor is divided into

six types;

a- Dead metaphor: According to Newmark, a dead metaphor is

"where one is hardly conscious of the image" (1988: 106). He adds that this

kind of metaphor is frequently related to univers al terms used to describe

space and time such as field, line, top, bottom, foot, mouth, arm and so on.

b- Cliché metaphors: they are defined as metaphors "that have

perhaps temporarily outlived their usefulness, that are used as a substitute

for c1ear thought, often emotively, but without corresponding to the facts of

the matter" (1988: 107). Newmark illustrates this type by the following

example: "the country school will in effect become not a backwater but a

breakthrough" .

c- Stock or standard metaphor: It is "an established metaphor

which in an informal context is an efficient and concise method of covering

a physical and/or mental situation both referentially and pragmatically"

(1985: 108), such as:

-Keep the pot boiling.

-A wooden face.

-AlI that glitters is not gold.

-Ican read him like a book.

-A sunny smile.
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d- Recent metaphor: It is a metaphorical neologism often

'anonymously' coined, which has spread rapidly in the SL" (1988: 111),

such as 'pissed' for 'drunk', 'groovy' for 'good', 'spastic' for 'stupid'.

e- Original metaphor: This kind of metaphor contains "the core of

an important writer's message, his personality, and his comment on life"

(1988: 112). Newmark deems such metaphors to be a source of enrichI?ent

in the target language.

f- Adapted metaphor: Newmark illustrates this type by the

following examples: 'the ball is a little in their court', 'sow division'; 'get

them in the door'. It is worth to mention that no definition to this kind of

metaphor has been suggested.

Cooper (1986: 119) qualifies Newmark's approach as the 'geriatrie

scale'. An these categories of metaphors dead, clichéd, stock, recent and

original have age as a common denominator. Like a pers on, a metaphor

approaches death as it ages. A close scrutiny reveals that the geriatrie scale

is not applicable for an of them. For instance, the scale of age is clearly

visible in cliché and recent metaphors. By contrast, original metaphor

reflects the creativity of the writer; dead metaphor reflects the

consciousness/unconsciousness of the reader; and stock metaphor reflects

the analogy as a mechanism goveming the relationship between tenor and

vehicle. This variety of scales leads us, on the contrary to cooper's

approach, to qualifyNewmark's typology as a 'multidimensional scale'.

3- Dickins' typology: Dickins' typology is characterized by two orages:

in the first stage, metaphor is divided into dead and live metaphor and, in

the second one, into lexicalized and non-lexicalized metaphor. He suggests
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that dead metaphors "are the kind of things which are recognisably

metaphorical, but which are included as sense of words in dictionaries. By

contrast, live metaphor may be similarly crudely characterised as the kind of

things which are recognisably metaphorical, but which are not included as

senses of words in dictionaries" (1998: 261-62). The lexical scale is

implicitly applied in this classification. ln the second stage, the lexical scale

is clearly adopted wh en he divides metaphors into lexicalized and non-

lexicalized. He believes that "the importance of this distinction between

lexicalized and non-lexicalized metaphors is not that it should be absolutely

true, but that it provides a reasonable way in the great majority of cases of

distinguishing two major classes of metaphor which ... typically require

rather different treatment in translation" (2002: 148).

1- Lexicalized metaphors: These categories are the "uses of language

which are recognizably metaphorical, but whose meaning in a particular

language is relatively clearly fixed ... we may say that lexicalized metaphors

are metaphors whose meanings are given in dictionaries" (2002: 147); such

as 'rat' for a person who deserts his friends. This category includes three

types of metaphors.

a- Dead metaphor is one which one does not norrnally even realize is a

metaphor.

b- Stock metaphor is one that is widely used as an idiom.

c- Recent metaphor is a metaphorical neologism. (For more details, see

Dickins 2002: 149).

2- Non-lexicalized metaphors: ln this category of metaphor, "the

metaphorical meaning is not clearly fixed, but will vary from context to
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context, and has to be worked out by the reader on particular occasions"

(Dickins 2002: 147). Thus, the example "a man is a tree" may have different

meanings depending on the different contexts. This category is consisted of

conventionalized and original metaphors.

a- Conventionalized metaphors: This category consists of metaphors

"which are not lexicalized (and not therefore be given in dictionaries), but

do draw on either cultural or linguistic conventions" (2002: 149). Examples

inc1ude 'battle ofwits', 'attack', 'lash out' and so on.

b- Original metaphors: This kind of metaphors are the outcome of the

creativity of poets and writers; such as "'tom is a tree' ... because they are

not simply relatable to existing linguistic or cultural conventions. Original

metaphors are difficult to interpret. More specifically, it is necessary to

establish the ground from the context" (Dickins et al 2002: 150).

lt is clear from the above presentation that Dickins' approach reflects the

lexicalized scale in which the dictionary has a decisive role to make a c1ear

cut distinction between the two categories. ln terms of qualification, Dickins

finds that a number of accounts of metaphor propose "quite complex

divisions between types of metaphor". lt seems that the source of this

complexity is due to the diversity of scales adopted such as mental,

multidimensional and lexical.
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Arabie tbeor~ of metapbor

Our aim in this subtitle is to survey the most pertinent issues raised in

Arabie theory of metaphor.

1- The question ofpretence and transfer

This question tries to explain two major tendencies describing the nature

of the relationship between the vehic1e and the tenor. The first tendency led

by kl..;J1 AlJaahid considers the transfer as the basic element in metaphor

process; whereas, the second one led by ~I.:;>-~I AlJurjaanii outweighs the

pretence over transfer.

ln his definition, <?1.s....J1AlSakkakii adopts AlJurjaanii's approach and

makes c1ear that metaphor is a pretence:

~I J ...)llc.l.4 '~I u .UI A..J .ll - ~1 . ..!·L.l:o..Î .<~ ·1 . ~": 0 L,ü..,)l1. ~ - Y'- ~. _Y.J _. <.,rY'" ../"" U 4.,? .J

"It [metaphor] is when you mention one element of the similarity and

you intend the other one, pretending that tenor enters into the species of the

vehic1e and supporting this by attributing to tenor what actually pertains to

the vehic1e. As when you say 'a lion in the battle' and you intend to say the

brave man is in the battle; pretending that he is a true lion. So you assign to

the brave man what actually pertains to the vehic1e which is the name of its
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It is clear from this classification that metaphor is based on the

pretence of the meaning rather than the transfer of the ;; Jrd. Historically,

this question was the centre of a great debate between AlJaahid's school and

AlJurjaanii's. The tendency of the former is that metaphor is based on the

notion of transfer of the word from the original meaning to another; whereas

the latter school considers pretence as the basis of metaphor. The roots of

this debate go back to the famous critical problematic of whether the beauty

of aliterai text is embedded in the word as a succession of sounds or in the

meanmg.

If metaphor as a transfer of the word is adopted, many theoretical

obstacles will emerge. An illustrative instance is how a word such as J.....Î

'lion' in I..l...IÎ ~Î..J 'I saw a lion' can be transferred from the original meaning

to a new one, knowing that our aim is to transform 'Zayd' into a true lion by

pretence. The transfer implies that the original meaning of ..l...IÎ is no longer

our objective, which is untrue since in the metaphor pro cess the original

meaning of J.....Î remains our first and last goal. Therefore, how can it be that

a word is transferred from its original meaning into a metaphorical one and

at the same time retains the original? This illustration induces us to conclude

that the term 'transfer' is unable to explain the link between the real

meaning and the metaphoric one and to describe how the metaphorical

utterance is formed.
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The notion of transfer is also raised by Lakoff when he says that "it

is important to see that the metaphorical structuring involved here is partial,

not total. If it were total, one concept would actually be the other, not

merely be understood in term of it" (1980: 12). It is clear from this point of

view that both topic and vehicle are two separate entities sharing a partial

ground. ln the following metaphor, 'love is a journey', the ground shared

between the topic and the vehicle is partial. That is to say, love will never be

a journey and vice versa. This leads us to conclu de that the word 'joumey'

is transferred from its original meaning to another one but journey still

remains journey and love still remains love.

The second school led by AlJurjaanii adopts the term 'pretence',

assuming that when, 'Zayd' is metaphorically described as .l...Î, the

referential remains our principal aim. The transfer, as it appears, does not

harmonize with the real meaning of such metaphor.

~ ~-' ..cl j~ ùfo ùÎ Ù" ~~I olk... ~y.Î ûjÎ Ij ) )l9\..i ùfo W )"

(435:Jj':l.llI) "~I..i:l.o J6.....9 olk... ojl) ~ olk... ùC .!j )l9\..i ùfo ùÎ L.Î.! ..!l.l,!

"The transfer will be accepted only if you exclude the original meaning

of the word out of your concem. How can you transfer a word from its

original meaning and intend the same meaning at the same time? It is

impossible and self contradictory". (AIDalaa'il: 435). This is intrinsically a

logical question since, once you transfer a word such as .l...Î from its original

meaning to another, you are no longer concemed by its original meaning.

This conclusion is so far valid since the original meaning of the word .l...Î is

our first concem in metaphor utterance. This argument provided by

AlJurjaanii shows to what extent 'transfer' is unable to solve this question.
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AlJurjaanii advances another argument in favour of pretence as a

basis for metaphor, On the grounds that there is a kind of metaphor in which

the transfer cannot be applied in any way.

A.:ull4..l.! Jilll ii:i - 'i t...." t...:l..... 'il . -.9 . i -\,.1 Il. _ ~..J~ ..J '-.? U r- J

:~ J.,,! Ji.. .cl\jJ

(436:Jj'i~I) "Jt.....ill

"Be aware that there is a kind of metaphor m which one cannot

presuppose transfer at all such as in Labiids's line:

How many a coId windy day have 1 protected against, when the rein of

the day has been taken by the hand of the north wind. (This line has been

translated by Abuu Deeb 1979: 204, quoted by AIMisned 2001:121).

There is no disagreement that the word ~ 'hand' in this poem IS a

metaphor. ln this case, no one can claim that ~ is transferred from one

meaning to another since the meaning of this metaphor is not a comparison

between ~ and another thing. The right meaning is to attribute a human hand

to the north wind so as to be as powerful as a human being in handling

things ... as a result no one can suppose transfer in such metaphor ... it is
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obvious, then, that it is impossible to say that he has borrowed the word

'hand' for 'north wind". (AlDalaa'il: 436).

ln J~I ~ 'the hand of the wind', an example provided by

AlJurjaanii, the poet ascribes an organ, ~ , to the wind to illustrate that this

latter is as powerful as a human being. The omission of the vehic1e (human

being) requires replacement by the hand. It is c1ear that, in contrast to the

case of .l..Ii, ~ is not transferred from its original meaning since the metaphor

is between the wind and human being not between the wind and the hand.

Evidently, this kind of metaphor - called in Arabie rhetoric ~y..:illl 'ô .)t.u...'il

'implicit metaphor' - cannot be a transfer in any way. This promotion by

Aljourjaanii in metaphorical studies makes of his approach a more

persuasive and a tuming point in Arabie metaphor history.

AlJmjaanii reinforces his point ofview about the pretence as the basis of

metaphor, using the argument that sorne metaphorical structures c1early

ÙWH .JÀ ~refute the notion of transfer. He lists the following examples:

..ill...~l I~ ùl dA I~ L. ohe is not a hum an being, he is a lion'; .l..Ii .JA WlJ

Othis is not a man; this is none but a noble angel'. (The Holy Qur' an: ~.fi

Yusuf: 31). These examples c1early disprove the tenor as a human being and

illustrate that it is a real 'lion' and 'angel'. The logical outcome to deduce

from the illustration is the inability of transfer to coyer ail kinds of metaphor

.ç.~1 ùC r'""~1 Jii ~ ,ç.~ r'""~1 ~ ç.U:...l1~ Wl 'ô..JL.ü.....~1ùi ~.J ~ Ù"" ~~.

L. ~ .)c 'ôJ~~ ~" 4Ji Ù"' 0)1.9 (.,?i11ùi û..Jc ,ç.~ r'""~1 ~ ç.tc..ll 4Ji ~ IjlJ

'ô..JL.ü.....~1Wj\.S I~l 4J'i ,~ Iy>-ot.....:i..l! ~" oÙ ~.J L....c4J Jii .J ,~I ~ Aj ..:.a.....;.J

(437:Jj~..l.II) "~ lfo ~ oÙ t'"">-' L....c~Ij.a r'""~1 ~ rl 'r'""~1 ~ ç.\d
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YI US:! ~ 'i"""''11~ ç.lc..ll

"It was argued at many levels that metaphor is the pretence of meaning

of the word not a transfer of the word. If it is confirmed that metaphor is a

pretence, you will realize that they [scholars] were tolerant in considering

metaphor as a transfer of the word from its original meaning to a figurative

one. On the contrary, if metaphor is a pretence, the original meaning

remains our concem". (AIDalaa'il: 437). From this perspective, metaphor

has become stronger than simile in expressing the meaning. Through

metaphor, "one can see inanimate objects become alive and able to speak ...

and the veiled meaning visible and clear". (AIDalaa'il: 33).

(33: 1~'1.l!1)"4..J.:...:i..J..ll.J~I ·L..JI ... I.il:.li b ..l~1 1.. .~, .ml.!"(Jo' _. _ • _ r..F J _. 'e-:'c.5,? .

It is clear from the previous discussion that the process of pretence is

more flexible to apply to an kinds of metaphors and reflects how the

metaphorical process works. The aim of metaphor is to make the reader

believe that both tenor and vehicle merge in one entity. This union is the

source of its powerfulness.

2- The question of simile and metaphor

ln English, a simile is characterized by the use of 'as' and 'like' such

as 'the sail was patched with flour sacks and furled, it looked like the flag of

permanent defeat'. (Hemingway in "The Old Man and The Sea" p 5).

Here 'the sail' is the tenor, 'the flag' is the vehicle and the simile particle is

'like'. ln Arabie, however, it works differently. A simile does not require

imperatively the presence of a simile particle. The more the particle is

omitted, the more the simile is eloquent. The criterion for a simile, as

AISakkaakii explains, is the presence ofboth tenor and vehicle:
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. (157 :CWi...lI)"ftï Ù'"

"It is agreed that simile requires tenor and vehicle whieh both share

sorne features and differ in others". AlSakkaaki's definition makes it clear

that the simile particle is not as important as the tenor and vehicle.

ln Arabie, simile and metaphor are two separate phenomena.

However, eaeh metaphor is a simile even though eaeh metaphor is not a

simile. ln the metaphor I~i ~i.J '1 saw a lion' the notion of simile is present

despite the omission of the tenor 'Zayd'; whereas, in the simile of ~~\S ~j

'Zaydun is like a lion' the notion of metaphor is absent due to the presence

of both tenor and vehicle. For this reason, metaphor embodies simile and

not viee versa.

Another dissimilarity whieh makes metaphor and simile different

entities is that, in the former, our intention is to give the impression that we

are talking about 'Zayd' who beeomes a true lion, in eontrast to the latter

where both tenor and vehicle keep their identities. AlJurjaanii stresses that

metaphor is built up on exaggeration of meaning.

,~ .c , Il . .c , 'i ""Ûi 4:..i' ,,1.:.. ç. • • L..ù'il . Lu<-l ,~ ~ .ut -1 r- 1
<.,? r- U~ U ~ . UA ~ c.r" U • u- •.••..~ r- J

up I~! ui :J~ (.).ill~J .w\.!J"j1 ÙJ~ w,û.J1 ~ û~ 4Ji,é.Jk.:i.....'i~ û~ ~I 4..:j..l1

.i '1 b.\.Ij ~ "Ûi ~I s Ali ,_ J.lJ 1- 'i J;..i· ; I.iü\s Lül tA.Uol:.. "é k.:i.....'il" 'IU (.5'. cs- J,..r c.s- ~. UA ~ .' J.J I.S'.

-.:..GlS,.ill~ ülS I~! J ,~ ~ ~i Û'" <;jJl ~I ~ ~ ~I o= ~ 'i ~I .JL...:.

.wLJ'71 . ~ ü.U.J1 ,~ülS ~I . ~ ~~6.. ü\S I~I ~I, ~ ~~6.. ,_.;' ~~1::J1~·,.I1. f UJ . <.,? '. r..,r . J,. <.,? ~ _.r'
'i ÛJ..:....J .u .c ~I é Ali ,~ !..S . __ 1 é k.:i.....'il .\ :Jl.iJ . i .ill~ :"" d -- 'I_. ~J, . .r.... _~.J U. _U v- .~J

,~j.J\ y,u.. ~I~ ù\S ) .u~ .ill~J ,~j.J1 y,u.. ~I~ ~ üs.l J ,~ ~I <.Je ~I ~
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10C ~ ';1 ~I ...)L..::.

~ ~.lb ~ ~..lWI 4.;j.J1

i ~mùC '-;-l1y,JIJ

,4..,l~lùC~I··· . ~

( 449/ 448: Jj';lJ.lI)" ... c , ';1 ~m .i J9L:. \-. ~ .. .1 "I.l..ui ÜJi ":..ftl.~\ 1A.A:i()~ () ~ ~ ~ J • .J J"" .

"Be aware that there are sorne scholars who consider the metaphor in

l.l....oi G:i.J '1 saw a lion' as a simile by transferring the word .l..ui from its

original meaning to another as if metaphor is only a replacement of one

word by another [ -l:lj and .l...oi]. They ignore the fact that the aim of metaphor

is exaggeration and pretence in that [Zayd] is no longer [Zayd] but a true

lion. He will not be associated to a lion as a species until he becomes one of

them [by exaggeration]". (AIDalaa'il: 432)

The aim of metaphor then is to merge both the tenor and the vehic1e

in one entity so as to make the recipient believe that we are no longer

talking about 'Zayd' but about a real lion. From this perspective, metaphor

becomes a powerful meaning conveying figure of speech. By contrast, in

simile, both the tenor and the vehic1e are explicit in the structure. Their

presence gives the recipient the impression that we are talking about two

different components sharing a partial ground. ln the simile, Zayd will never

be a lion; he is simply a brave human being. The recipient is conscious of

the presence of both tenor and vehic1e. This consciousness affects the

reception of the comparison and makes simile less effective than metaphor.

This differentiation should be taken into consideration in the translation

process. It is crucial for the distinction between Arabie and Western theory

of metaphor and simile.
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As a result, a concept such as 'bravery' can be expressed either by

simile (a) ~'l\S .l;!j 'Zaydun is as a lion' or by metaphor (b) I~i Ü:li.J '1 saw

a lion'; but it is agreed that the metaphorical expression is more expressive

and effective on the recipient due to the degree of the exaggeration. Now,

the question that should be raised in this respect is why metaphor is more

powerful than simile: is it because of its structure or its meaning?

The question of structure and meaning

lt was illustrated above that the meaning of bravery has been

understood from (a) and (b). Even though the exaggeration is in (b), the

bravery remains the only understandable meaning. ln other words, the

meaning of bravery remains the same in both (a) and (b). Meanwhile, no-

one can deny that (b) is more expressive and stronger than (a). Logically

speaking, however, both (a) and (b) should be at the same level of power

since both share the same meaning of 'bravery'. This disparity in

expressive impression enhances the belief that the ultimate determinant of

the powerfulness of metaphor is the structure and not the meaning.

AlJurjaanii was the first scholar to draw attention to this question and

associate the beauty and powerfulness of metaphor with structure. He says: "

~ '..11,..! .c., Il .. c , . i ··.!Ji -ù:..i· .,1.:. '" • . L.,.j)ll . w"; ,..! ~ .!Ji .1r- 1•..rw I.,?r-- u~ u ~ . l>" U""':! r.r-" u . u-- <.,r ~ \ J

'I Li ,1.:, Ijl Lii :J..i; ·i ~m .~Uo!')I\r ••• .l û.IW\ ,..! ~.l:U '-'i 0 t....:l....)lL~.l:U ~'I~. Y"""'. .rr: U .J •• '-J..J • <.,r '"6-' ,.J . '-.r'
. i 'I. -.a.liJ~ -ûl ~I 0Ali ,~ J.îi 1. 'i LI· ;q ~\S WI tA.Li~ "0 w....,l'I'u ~. ~ .J '. .r: cs- '"6-' '-R' l>" c:--: .' .J .J

~\S ,~m~\S IjJ .J ,~~ ~i ÙA (,$jjl ~I ~ ~ ~I ,je ~)I ~I .JL..:.

.ül.Jj)l1 . .:1 -:.W.JI,..! ~\S ~I ...! 4.:i.:l6.~\S Ijl ~I,..! 4.:i.:l6.1 ••• 4.:i.:ll:JIA..J " JI'. U.J • I.,? ',I.,? •.J', I.,? ~ ".r-
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"Be aware that it may come to mind that the beauty of metaphor resides

in the meaning w,û.JI not in the structure ü~,/I and that metaphor is more

eloquent [than simile] because of the strong similarity between the tenor and

vehic1e. If we trust this proposition, the beauty of metaphor will reside in

meaning. Our objection is that metaphor requires a strong similarity

between tenor and vehic1e. If we make this strong similarity more explicit

by saying '1 saw a man equal to a lion in bravery'; 'were it not for his

appearance, you would consider him a true lion', these utterances will not

be as eloquent as '1saw a lion"'. (AIDalaa'il: 438-39).

A deep scrutiny of metaphor structure reveals that the vitality of

deleting one component makes the c1aim of metaphor as pretension calling

for an argument to back it up. ln '1 saw a lion', it is pretended that 'Zayd'

becomes a 'lion'; the word lion confirms our pretence at the level of

structure. ln other words, the omission of 'Zayd' in the structure is a strong

evidence that Zayd has become a lion by exaggeration. On the contrary, in

simile structure, there is no need for confirming our purpose since both

tenor and vehic1e are present in the structure. Their presence contributes

greatly to the equality felt in simile structure. For this reason, the sense of

simile appears less powerful than that of metaphor.
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The rationality of metaphor meaning

According to AlJurjaanii, this issue is a logical outcome of metaphor

as pretence not as a transfer. He says

J.,3 ÙA lllic Ij) liS J ("""''il ~ •.u:'.)1 4-ls.l J ,("""''il Jii "..J~'il ~ ùi ~ Ij~"

ÙA J ylill ".,3 ÙA <\..i) :J~ ùi J ,4.J:.~~ ~J ~ W4-J1.l...! .)1) .ui "b•.,Î ~U:~)I

LF ~ 'i ~.iJ ~~ 'i .,)Cill J "..JA~ 'i w..,:J1ùi~ J ~I ".l..';, J ~~I.1.J

w~ ... "..J~'il ùi ~ ... .l..l'll ~ <Ûu:'.)1 ÙA üSJ J .l..l'll .biI ÙA .,ilij Ji,....i ~ ,J.....YI

(440/ 439:Jj'i')'\I)".1:.ill1ÙJ.) J~I 0.u.1 ÙA 4-:!9 ~I

"Providing that metaphor is a pretence, and not a transfer, of the word

meaning, the sense of bravery and severity apprehended in '1 saw a lion' is

understood from the connotation of .l..li and not from its denotation. As a

result, metaphor meaning is rational [connotative] not denotative".

(AlDalaa'il: 439-40). AlJurjaanii's approach reveals that the notion of

transfer induces the idea that the bravery of Zayd has been virtually

understood via the connotation of .l..lÎsince the referential of .l..lÎis an animal.

The understandable bravery is cognitive and has thus nothing to do with the

original meaning of .l..lÎ.

Types of metaphor

The classification of metaphor III Arabie theory depends on the

tenor, vehicle and the ground. Many options have been applied such as the

omission/non omission of tenor or vehicle, the morphological aspect of the

word borrowed and many others as it is explained below.
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1- Classification based on tenor or vehicle

a- Omission/non omission of tenor or vehicle

We have seen above that metaphor is distinguished from simile by

the omission of either tenor or vehicle. Basing on this criterion, metaphor is

divided into:

- Explicit metaphor ~y.a::J1 o.}.•.:l....)1I:the vehicle here is mentioned

and the tenor is omitted such as I.l....i û,ii..) '1 saw a lion' .

- Implicit metaphor ~I o..)t..ü.....)1I:the tenor here is mentioned and

the vehicle is omitted such as ~yl l.JA J~I (I~ I~ ~IJ 'and lower to

them the wing ofhumility out ofmercy'. (The Holy Qur'an, Al'israa': 24).

b- Harmony/non harmony of tenor and vehicle

- Harmony metaphor ~I..~)I o..)t..ü.....)1I:here, both tenor and vehicle

are harmoniously and logically linked as in ol~i.i I:y... ùlS l.JA) "and is one

who was dead and we gave him life". (The Holy Qur'an, Al'anaam: 122).

Here, the borrowed word ol~i.i is compared to the omitted tenor ~I~I

'guidance'. The meaning of 'guidance' is in harmony with 'to give life'.

- Disharmony metaphor ~.:JI.w1o..)t..ü.....)1I:here tenor and vehicle are

disharmonious such as the borrowed word I:y... 'dead' in the previous

Quranic verse when it is compared to :U~I 'going astray from the right

path'. Here the two meanings are less harmonious than in harmonious

metaphor.
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c- The description associated with tenor and vehicle

- Vehicular metaphor ~yJ\ ô.Jk.L.....)'\:here, metaphor is described

with appropriate features to the vehicle such as the following line ofôjc. ..fo

c.)~ ~ ~J c.j4 yta\~ ~ ~ ~\.wu...) ~~.)

"She fires an arrow at me, its plumes covered with kohl.

It wounded my infatuated heart without harrning my skin".

Here the poet compared his beloved's look with an arrow the plumes of

which were covered with kohl used to make up the eyes. The plumes here

are more pertinent to the arrow than the eyes.

- Topical metaphor ô..)~\ ô.J~)'\: here, more details about tenor

are provided such as ù~~ ç.\~~\ t.Jli:! 4..S~\ ~ \..l....uÎG,!Î.J'1 saw a lion

fighting the enemy with his sword'. Here, the sword is relevant to the tenor

rather than to the vehicle.

- Free metaphor 4..il.h.J\ ôj.u ....)'\: in this kind of metaphor no pertinent

description is provided to tenor and vehicle .

d- The borrowed word .JL..:i........J\ .1.ill\

- Non-derived metaphor ~~\ ôj.,.:; )'\: here, the borrowed word is

a generic name such as ~ in the following line:

~\ w-- ~ ~i~ c.j~ :~ Dl! eW\ ~ L: ~L;a

"By God, does of the forest tell me,

Is my beloved Layla a doe or a human being?

-Derived metaphor ~\ oj.u ....,)'\: here, the borrowed word can be a

verb, an adjective or a practical such as (52:(.}":1)"~li..l!y Ù'" ~ Ù'" 'Who has
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raised us up from our sleeping place". (The Holy Qur'an: Yasin: 52). Here

the word .l9..)A 'bed', derived from the verb .l9.J, is substituted for the grave.

2- Classification based on ground

a- Original metaphor ~y.ll o)..•:l.....)'I:This kind of metaphor is

produced by great poets and writers. It is also a source of enrichment for the

language and culture. ln Arabie tradition, the more original the metaphor,

the more beautiful it is, a case in point is Abuu Firas's line:
••.•~.j\.j~ 0.Ro~ 0.Jl....::I.ii ~J ~ ~\ yla..!. ~ ûll......

"The streets aU flooded to him once he caUed

His supporters with faces as red as Dinars"

The meaning metaphoricaUy conveyed here is that, the supporters are

red- faced from their heroic, dauntless and resolute will to battle under their

commander. They dash in crowds to rejoin their commander's caU. The

Dinar is an ancient Arab currency made from red gold.

b- Ordinary metaphor 4J~\ ~WI oj.l.:l.....)'I.It is an outspread

metaphor, frequently used with a clear ground such as in b.•.J , I..?-!, ~i.J

~ '1 saw a sun, sea, lion', with the sun standing for female beauty, the sea

for generosity, and the lion for bravery.

There is a general agreement in Arabie metaphor theory that the

latter classification should be based essentiaUy on its structural components,

namely tenor, vehicle and ground. As such, Arabie theory of metaphor is

principaUy structural.

Western theory, by contrast, is more interested in extralinguistic

factors than in the structure of metaphor itself. Many criteria are used such
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as time, consciousness, originality, and so forth. Lexicalizedlnon lexicalized

classification, however, is based on the role played, not by structure, but by

the semantic distinctions provided by dictionary. This induces us to qualify

the western approach a 'multidimensional scale' and the Arabie one a

'structural scale'.

Metapbor translation tecbn1calities

Among many other things, metaphor reflects people's culture, behaviour

and language. As it is, metaphor stands out as the most challenging element

to translate into another language. ln metaphor's translation, we are not

dealing only with language as a means of communication, but with a culture

as an integral entity. Dagut echoes this point, when he states that "since a

metaphor in the SL is, by definition, a new piece of performance, a semantic

novelty, it can clearly have no existing 'equivalence' in the TL: what is

unique can have no counterpart. Here the translator's bilingual

competence .. .is of help to him only in the negative sense of telling him that

any 'equivalence' in this case cannot be found but will have to be created.

The crucial question that arises is thus whether a metaphor can, strictly

speaking, be translated as such, or whether it can only be reproduced in

sorne way". (Dagut 1976, quoted by Bassnett 1991: 24). However,

metaphor is not always a new piece of performance, a semantic novelty

since the same metaphor can be produced in different languages and

cultures. Metaphors, then, can either be eornrnon or specifie. Cornrnon

rnetaphors are shared by different cultures and languages. Specifie

rnetaphors are specifie to a given culture and language. A common
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1- Newrnark's approaeh

Newmark sets up sorne guidelines for the translator's attention "to

make an attempt to clarify each sentence that is grammatical but does not

appear to make sense" (1988: 106). Also, the translator has "to tease out the

meanmg of each word in a figurative meaning by matching its primary

meanmg against its linguistic, situational and cultural contexts". (1988:

106). A trans1ator is called upon not to bind himself within the grammatical

structure and the denotative meaning. lnstead, he has to dig beyond the first

meaning into the 'meaning of meaning'. This can be illustrated by the

following Arabie metaphor -sy..Î y..y J )4..) i"~ ~i) ~t...... If translated on

the basic of the first meaning as 'why are you advancing one foot and

delaying another' the utterance would be meaningless in English. An

idiomatic translation such as 'you are at a cross road' is meaningful in the

target language since it reflects the uncertainty expressed in ST.

According to Newmark, even though dead metaphors can do without

translation techniques as they are "not difficult to translate, they often defy

literal translation, thus calling in for more choices" (1988: 106). For

instance, 'field of research' will translate as 'domain' in French and J~ or

Jh in Arabie.

ln respect of cliché metaphor, however, Newmark suggests that there

is "a choice between reducing the cliché metaphor to sense or replacing it

with a less tarnished metaphor" (1988: 107). Then, he adds later that a
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cliché metaphor can always be reduced "to sense or at least to dead

metaphor" (1988: 107). Thus, 'a politician who has made his mark' will

translate as 'politician qui c'est fait un nom' in French and A..A.u.1 ~ ~~ 4,.jJ

in Arabie. The English metaphor in the example has apparently been

substituted by another Arabie metaphor, but the most idiomatic translation is

done through metonymy J\.!~I~ ~ t Ij ~~ .uJ.

As for stock metaphor, Newmark finds them sometimes "tricky to

translate since their apparent equivalents may be out of date or affected or

used by a different social class or age group" (1988: 108). Yet, in order to

surmount the setback, Newmark suggests that "the most common procedure

for translating stock metaphors is to replace the SL image with another

established image" (1988: 109). As an illustration, 'aU that glitters is not

gold' will translate as 'tous ce qui brille n'est pas or' in French and \...,JS ~

~j ~ in Arabie. Stock metaphor "can sometimes be transferred by

retaining the metaphor or converting it to simile" (1988: 111), for example,

'il marche a pas de tortue' in French will translate as 'he is as slow as a

tortoise' in English and :;\..i:J...J1 ~ ~ in Arabie.

Conceming adapted metaphor, Newmark thinks that "it should,

where possible, be translated by an equivalent adapted metaphor" (1988:

111). 'sow division' for instance, will translate as 'semer la division' in

French and 4j-p1 t.JY. in Arabie. Likewise, 'get them in the door' will

translate as 'faire le premier pas' in French and ~ }il s~I .,b.:i ùi in Arabie.

It appears that original metaphor is the most chaUenging III

translation since it represents the creativity of the writer. Newmark prefers
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that, although jarring with the style of the text, this kind of metaphor

"should be translated literally, whether they are univers al, cultural or

obscurely subjective" (1988: 112). The purpose is to draw the reader's

attention and to enrich his knowledge. Furthermore, if the r-anslation of an

original metaphor appears obscure, the translator should "replace it with a

descriptive metaphor or reduce it to sense" (1988: 112). ln Newmark's

approach, no techniques have been suggested for recent metaphor.

2- Dickins' approach.

Metaphor downtoning is a general rule in Dickins's approach devised to

render Arabie metaphor into English. Dickins believes that "not

infrequently Arabie ST metaphor appears too strong or too dense for

equivalent forms of English writing and there is sorne needs to tone down

the metaphors of the Arabie ST in the English TT" (2002: 158). The

Arabie theory of metaphor holds that density and strength are rneant to be in

Arabie metaphor. The fusion of both tenor and vehic1e into one entity in

metaphor as distinct from simile is the main motif behind that powerfulness

felt by the reader.

The attempt to tonedown Arabie metaphor in translation process may

affect its mode and distort its original image. The specificity of Arabie

metaphor needs to be respected in any translation process. ln order to avoid

potential jarring with the style of the TT, The translator has to cornpensate

the powerfulness of metaphor by other means proper to TT.

Dickins sees in the matter of dead metaphor that "where an ST dead

metaphor is being translated by a TT metaphor, the translator should bear in
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mind whether the TT metaphor is as dead as the ST: in sorne context it

would be inappropriate to use a metaphor with more metaphorical force than

the ST one; in others, this may be acceptable or even desirable "(2002: 150).

For example, J;.1y.l1 ('y will translate as "he took to his bed" in English and

ua..rJI Ü'" ('\.3as "he recovered from his illness".

For stock metaphor, Dickins adopts Newmak's approach, suggesting the

following techniques:

- A "stock ST metaphor can be retained as a stock metaphor having the

same or nearly the same vehicle in the TL." (2002: 151), such as ~ wljl..1

"possessed", ~ o~L..:;,"witnessed".

- A "stock ST metaphor can be replaced with a stock TT metaphor

having a different vehicle." (2002: 151), such as ('~ "to hang around"

- A "stock ST metaphor can be converted to a TT simile. This technique

works where, if translated literally into the SL, the TL metaphor appears too

abrupt." (2002: 151), such as ù...?- o~ "as ifclothed in sadness".

- It can also be "reduced to ground. This involves losing the metaphor

altogether, and the emotional effect associated with it." (2002: 151), such as

(Jo"t....:J\ 4..! ~ ùi Ù.J.:J "without feeling sleepy".

Dickins suggests that in the translation of recent metaphor into Arabie

one is likely to reduce it to "stock metaphors, or perhaps to grounds. ln

translating into English, recent metaphors could be used where general

requirements of register make them appropriate" (2002: 152).
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Conceming the category of non-lexicalized rnetaphor, Dickins suggests

techniques that vary according to whether or not the metaphor is

conventionalised or original rnetaphor.

For the non-lexicalized, conventionalised rnetaphor he puts forward the

following techniques:

- The conventionalised rnetaphor "can be retained as non lexicalised

metaphor having the sarne or nearly the sarne vehicle in the TT" (2002:

152), such as ç.~~1 .Jjè "the invasion of electricity."

- The conventionalised rnetaphor can also "be replaced with a non-

lexicalised ST rnetaphor having a different vehicle" (2002: 152), such as ~

ù'il ~ lA.Jw .:.~ "the flames ofwhich bave not yet died out."

- Among the other techniques, "it is appropriate to replace the non-

lexicalised ST metaphor with a stock TT metaphor"; such as ~I o.Jy,11

"flash point"; 4.ilil1 ~\.S.EI ~I o~ ~ "in this explosive and unhappy

region".

- Conceming original metaphor, Dickins believes that its translation" by

a stock metaphor in the TT will destroy the sense of originality, and

therefore lessen the emotional force. It may be more appropriate to translate

it by a non-lexicalised metaphor in TT having a different vehicle". (2002:

154) to that end, he suggests the following techniques.

-An "SL metaphor can be converted to a simile". (2002: 154); such as

~ Y.J..? "Û4 ~ "rnaking him feels like an old discarded sock".

-It can also be "reduced to grounds". (2002: 154); such as ..>'-""-" ~

~ Ù'" ~ ~4 Y.JY-" ~ ~ t?~\ (,?!yJ\ "the Arab people of Egypt feel a

strong affinity and deep affection".
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-An original metaphor can also be "retained in the TT, but with the

addition of the grounds or the topic. (2002: 155)"; such as (,)~.."b.):wl ~J

~i .d,.jl~ .3..,9 tY.J "he has been waiting for a long time for a woman to

dawn over the desert ofhis life".

Evaluation of Newmark's an() Dickins' approacbes:

A close scrutiny to these two approaches reveals the overlap between the

techniques used. ln other words, it is very difficult to draw limits among the

varied types of metaphors in terms of translation. The translation techniques

of an original metaphor, for instance, may apply to a stock metaphor at the

same time. ln Newmark's approach, for example, the technique of literal

translation is shared by both dead and original metaphor; the sense as

technique is also shared between original, cliché and adapted metaphors.

Dickins's approach reflects the same outlook. Stock metaphor as a

technique is applicable to recent, conventional and stock metaphor. The

simile as a technique is also shared by original and stock metaphor. The

purpose of this brief illustration is to justify the overlap of translation

techniques, on the one hand, and to show the difficulty of putting a clear eut

distinction between kinds of metaphors in term of translation, on the other.

It seems that the root problem resides in the classification of metaphor.

As above mentioned many dimensions such as time, consciousness,

originality, lexicalization concur to classify metaphor, a thing whieh

preoccupies researchers to find proper techniques for each kind of metaphor.

The overlap between techniques in the translation of different metaphors

reveals the non importance of this classification in the traslation process.
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The fact that one technique is used in many kinds of metaphors suggests,

from a translational point of view, that ail kinds of metaphors are the same

although they belong to different categories. Metaphor classification 1S

established for other purposes than translation. ln conclusion, it is

necessary to reclassify metaphor in terms of translation in the hope to

create for each kind of metaphor sorne specifie techniques.

For this reason, researchers have to look for another classification based

on translation. It is more practical to deal with metaphor from a translational

rather than rhetorical point of view. This allows for researchers examination

of the impact of metaphor translation classification on elaborate techniques.

At a first stage, metaphor from a translational point of view is either

common or specifie. Corn mon metaphor means that it is shared

between two or more languages and cultures; whereas, a specifie one is

local and relative to a specifie culture and language. A common

metaphor has a correspondence in the target culture; whereas, a specifie one

has to be created.

ln the light of this classification we can conclude that the techniques of

the translation of metaphor should be based on translation. The ultimate aim

of this approach is to examine whether the criteria of cornrnon and specifie

metaphors have sorne effect on translation techniques. ln other words, to

what extent can this classification be efficient in formulating techniques of

metaphor translation? Our airn is also to achieve sorne regularities which

may rmmmize the clear overlap noticed in Dickins' and Newmark's

approaches.
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Thirè) chapter

Metaphor Translation: A practical Analysis

Section 1: Common metaphor

Section 2: Specifie metaphor

Section 3: Applied metaphor translation
in a literary text
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The third chapter is a practical analysis to metaphor translation. As

mentioned at the end of chapter two, our method of the classification of

metaphor consists in the translation point of view rather than other factors.

From this perspective, a metaphor is either shared with the target culture or

specifie. We mean by common metaphors, all metaphors shared between

two cultures or more. This kind of metaphor is more linguistic than cultural.

ln common metaphor, culture and language go side by side in the translation

process. ln other words, culture, here, does not stand as an obstacle in the

translation process since the culture issue expressed in the SC is shared with

the TC.

However, m the second category of 'specifie metaphors' or 'cultural

metaphors', the translation process focuses on the cultural aspect. Culture

here as a component of metaphor may stand as an obstacle in translation.

Sometimes, in specifie metaphor, culture and language do not correlate in

the translation process and the challenge becomes more cultural than

linguistic, which needs special treatrnent to bridge the gab between the SC

and the TC.

This attempt IS to elaborate and formulate a model servmg to

overcome the challenge posed by metaphor in translation. ln this first step,

our focus will be on the extent of the validity of the hypotheses of metaphor

classification into common and specifie, To realize that, data is selected

from English poetry with emphasis on Shakespeare's poetry, the 'Thesaurus

of Traditional English Metaphor' and 'Metaphors Dictionary'. The data

selected is not exclusively for metaphors; a few similes are also added to the data.
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The following paragraphs try to develop a general view of sorne

tenns frequently used along our analysis, such as low, heavy, abrupt and

colloquial. ln Arabie rhetoric field, the Arab scholars drew sorne measures

to define eloquence of style, the absence of which makes a style seem

heavy, low, colloquial and abrupt.

A style is labelled as low when there is a complexity at the level of

either the meaning or the structure. The first one is called 'tjy.....JI ~I'

'complex meaning' and the second one is called '~I ~I' 'complex

structure'. The meaning of a given structure is described as complex when it

is hidden and far fetched. This is due to many facts such as the different

uses of metonymy in different out -of- context situations or the lack of

coordination between different parts of the structure. AlI of these facts and

others lead to a low style.

A style is also described low when there is no homology between the

structure and the meaning such as the anticipation f':1~ of ~I to u.Y-""..,.JI or

4.1...::JIto J.Y-"" ..,.JI. The breach of these grammatical norms leads to low style.

(For more details, see Uluumu Albalaga, chapter one).

A style may also be described as heavy when it lacks fluency. For

instance, coordination in an inappropriate place makes the style heavy Jfo,

or the anticipation f':1~ of what needs to be delayed .J:P.b.The term heavy is

not always linked to the structure level; sometimes, the phonetic aspect of

the word may sound heavy making the style heavy as weIl. (For more

details, see Uluumu Albalaga, chapter one).
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A style is called abrupt when there is a sudden shift without any

logical link between clauses and sentences. A soft transition between

structures and ideas contributes to make the TT appear as the ST since it is

said that a good translation should not read as a translation at all.

The nature of our data requires a formal style to render the ST into

the TT. Sometimes, a literal translation makes the TT sound colloquial.

Such approach would spoil the meaning of the ST and will not create a

dynamic equivalence with the target reader. An idiomatic translation in this

case is required to keep the same register of the ST in the TT.

A great number of our data has been translated in a poetic style.

Literary works are characterized by the poetry of their language. A poetic

language is characterized by the use of stylistic deviees such as metaphor,

simile, metonymy, assonance, alliteration and so forth. The use of all these

deviees contributes to create the expressive function of the text. This

expressivenss felt and understood from a literary text is a result of poetic

style. By contrast, a normal language used in the daily life, is characterized

by its communicative function.
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Section one: Commun Metaphor

A-Translating the SL metaphor by the same or similar vehicle in the TL.

Thomas Nashe: (1567-1601)

Title of the poem: 'Adieu, farewell earth's bliss'.

l-Rich men trust not in wealth,

Gold cannot buy you health;

Physic himself must fade,

All things to end are made.

The plague full swift goes by;

1am sick, 1must die.

Lord have mercy on us!

,JW4 \fo 'l, y y_/; \ 4-:!Î

~UW\ - ~ ~~\ ·lS -- t?~. u ~

'~ùÎ r~~'i

,~Î ~J Y~JS

,4.ij\.3 ~ ~ ~ y4)l!

,~)"""~J~y\..jÎ

.'-:-l.J Y ~) ~\

ln this poem, there are sorne common SL metaphors that have been

replaced by the same or similar vehic1e in the TL. The metaphors 'buy' in

'gold cannot buy you health 'and 'fade' in 'physic himself must fade' have

been successively translated by their corresponding equivalent in the TL
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etaphor

. ar vehicle in the TL.

iss'.

,JW~ I~ 'j'~1..:y'il~l

WI i.?~ ~~I ùlS ~

'~ùi f'~ ~'i

,J;..i ~! ~~ JS

,4jj\j 4.c. Y-":l ~ ~ ~."ll!

,~) .....~! ~JA l,ji

.'-:-J.J 1..:~) ~I

etaphors that have been

. The metaphors 'buy' in

himself must fade' have

g equivalent in the TL

''-?~' and' '~'. Moreover, the non-metaphor '1 must die' has been

metaphorically translated '~) ..•..•~J ' to focus on the main idea of the SL

poem that life is nothing but a swift transition. A literal translation as ' ~!
w ..JA~' would be abrupt and would make th~ TL poem lose its poetry.

Ultimately '~)...ul~!' is more expressive and effective in Arabie than ' ~!

Title ofthe poem: 'Adieu, farewell earth's bliss'

2- Beauty is but a flower

Which wrinkles will devour;

Brightness falls from the air,

Queen have died young and fair,

Dust hath closed Helen's eye.

I am sick, I must die.

Lord have mercy on us!

,oj.,)."s J~I

,*,~I~
,~LuJIÙA J..J.i:1 ~Iy:.)'1.!

,~ ~~ 4.S.W1 ..:ij~

,~ ù~ .J4iJ1 ~J

,~)...>.>l~! '(..F~Y Lii

·Y.J 1..:~) ~I
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Here, the common SL metaphor 'devour' remains the same in the TL '~

'since both English and Arabie share the image that wrinkles are a fierce

animal devouring every thing on its way.

Title of the poem: 'Adieu, farewell earth's bliss'

3- Strength stoops unto the grave,

Worms feed on Hector brave,

Swords. May not fight with fate.

Earth still ho Ids open her gate;

Come! Come! The bells do cry.

Iam sick, Imust die.

Lord have mercy on us!

'f'~1 .J.illl JJIj:j "1 w~1

,~fo ~}il '-;-lly,i

,(YI..? '11~Îl....l,JW ,J~
,J=,..)...•••~l ,~y lji

·Y.J l:!~) ~I

The common metaphors in this stanza, 'strength stoops', 'fight with fate',

'earth gate', have been translated by the same vehicle in the TL 'é..,ill ~'

'f'.J~' .",JI .J.L..il1JJLjJ' and '~.J'll yl.J-:li' .Some changes are made in the

second line to make the Arabie translation more appropriate since aliteraI
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,y,SlI~! ;;~I ~

•. ~ ~ ül~.llL9

1J.illl JJl:9J y w~I

'~fo U:O)il ~I..J-:ll

.'i1e,j-Îwl ,J~ ,Jk:j

J~~!'~j4 \..jj

''-:-lJ~~)~1

ps', 'fight with fate' ,

the TL ';;~I ~'
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translation such as 'ç. ,-:!.,,9'110.!~\ ~ ~ ü\~.llU' would be abrupt.

Compensation in kind is required here by adding '~' to make more

explicit, that after his death, Hector's cadaver will be a preferable field for

worms to live.

Title of the poem: 'Adieu, farewell earth 's bliss'

4- Haste, therefore, each degree,

To we1come destiny.

Heaven is our heritage, earth but a player's stage;

Mount we unto the sky;

1am sick, 1must die.

Lord have mercy on us!

,w.k",,\ La ~

'.J~I.J ç.~\ ~

,llJ \ ~L9.J. .

'C~ y! u:aJ'1\ La

'ç.LuJ\ ~! .1., a'" ".J

'~.JL ~l '~j4 lii

'~.J '-:! li..a..=..) ~\

Earth or life as a 'player's stage' is a common metaphor between English

and Arabie. The two metaphors 'earth but a player's stage' and 'to welcome

destiny' are translated bythe same vehicle 'C~ Y) u:a.J'1\ la' and' ~

.J.L-i1\ .J ç.~I'. However, a literal translation for 'each degree' '4.J..:l JS'
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would be meaningless in Arabie. An idiomatic translation IS more

appropriate to the TL such as '1;» k'I!.1 La'.

Shakespeare: 1564-1616.

1- Thy eyes, which l may call the sea,

Do ebb and flow with tears; the bank thy body is,

Sailing in this salt flood; the winds, thy sighs,

Who, raging with thy tears and they with them,

Without a sudden calm, will overset

Thy tempest-tossed body.

Romeo and Juliet; act 3, scene 5, line 132.

,~\.S û.J;!C

'.J..? .J ~ 4.c JA..) ~

'c::JLa û~ ~ ~ <-;-l )..illS IA~

,~~I .? ,wl~ 'l)'It.ilÎ

• Çol?...;:JI I.:!l~ &1 ~ .J & JA..) 1- '9, aC ..l93 ,.;~ 1

ln this stanza, compensation in kind has been applied to keep the mood and

the spirit of the poem. For instance, a literal translation for 'without a sudden

calm' '~l9...a Ço.J~ û.J.l:l j would spoil the structure and the meaning of the

Arabie translation. The poet, here, advises implicitly her beloved to abstain

from sighing and weeping, otherwise her body will be tossed by the tempest

ln the metaphor, 'Do ebb and flow with tears' '.J-» .J ~ 4.c JA..) ~ " the

core of the metaphor remains the same except for some changes affecting

the TL in which '.J-» .J ~ , are related to tears not to eyes. A translation in
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s,

'~LS ÙJ::IC

'.J-» J ~ ~ J-Clj ~

~~ Y.JWLS lA~

tdl ~ ,wl~ 'U'lliiÎ

.)-Q..l ~ ...lS.9 '';~I
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The second common metaphor 'sailing in the salt flood' is translated by ,

- lIA . ~ . ~ /'UJ..JJ..J'.c..- <...J - cs-~. -

2- 0 woel 0 woeful, woeful, woeful day!

Most lamentable day, most woeful day

That ever, even I did yet beholdl

o day, 0 day, 0 day, 0 hateful day,

Never was seen so black a day as this

o woeful day! 0 woeful day!

Romeo and Juliet, The Sonnet World of Verona IV, 5,49-54.

~j::. ,~j::. 'Ù:;!j::.f'''>: ÙA 01 '0 \.S.••...Î J

!f'.~ ùj::.Î !f'''>: ~Î

,,b9 ~Î.J \...0 f'''>:

,~ f'''>: ÙA 01 'f'.Jo: Y 01 'f'.Jo: Y 01 'f'.Jo: Y 01

d~ f'.Jo: ..l..,.....,Î ,b9 ) ~

.~j::. f'.Jo: ÙA 01 ,~j::. f'.Jo: ÙA 01

AU the SL metaphors 'woeful day' '~j::. f'.Jo:' 'lamentable day', ' f'.Jo: ~Î'

'hateful day', '~ f'J-l, ' black day , '..l..,.....,Î f'.Jo:' have been translated by

their corresponding metaphors in the TL.

3- Night's candi es are bumt out and jocund day

stands tiptoe on the misty mountain tops.

Romeo and Juliet, act 3, scene 5, line 11.
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,~\t~~\j

.~~\ J4;J\ ~ .)c. ~tl.a ~\ ~33

Here, the SL metaphor 'night candles"~\ t~" " stand"~j are

translated by the same TL vehic1e. However, a literal translation for 'tiptoe'

as '4....a~~) uJ.J .)c.' would be more dialectal. The idiomatic translation

to express this manner of standing in Arabie is '~tl.a'.

4 - Who lets so fair a house fall to decay,

Which husbandry in honor might uphold

Against the stormy gusts ofwinter's day

And barren rage of death's etemal coId ?

Sonnet 13, line 9.

'ù~\ ~.bi....w ~\ )~\ o~ ~.Y ÙA

,w~ ~ ~ ~ ùi ù1&'J~ùts

,~W\ ç.~\ rl:1i cl:1.J ~

~ ~'l\ û--I\ J ..1 _.;;.1\ ~\ ~c.? . ~./!"' r::-- . J

ln this stanza, we have two SL metaphors 'barren rage' '~\ '. \ . ;.,;.J\'

'death's etemal cold' 'c.?.l:'l\ ûyJ\ J~', which are translated with the same

vehic1e in the TL.

5- But from thine eyes my knowledge Iderive,

And, constant stars, in them Iread such art

As truth and beauty shall together thrive.

Sonnet 14, line 9.
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" stand' 'ugj are

1translation for 'tiptoe'

e idiomatic translation

~I ).1.\1 o~ ~y ÙA

, ~ ùi ù1&)'~ùlS

WI ç.~1 ("~i C~.J ~

..l ,,1 _.~_II~I v . '_Y." 1-"'"', ~ J

rage"~1 ',' .oi..ll'

anslatedwith the same

, ...,.~ .L',Î~'-.r-~ ~ ~~ <...JA

'~ Î.)Î ~ ("~ 0a

.Jb.!1 ~I '~~~ .~Î ~Î. .J ~ yùJ ~ ~~ r.,rY

The only common SL metaphor here is when the poet compared the

truth and the beauty to a plant which thrives in the eye of his beloved;

the same idea, however, is frequent in Arabie language.

6- Devouring time, blunt thou the lion's paws,

And make the earth devour her own sweet brood;

pluck the keen teeth from the fierce tiger's jaws,

and bum the long-lived in her blood ;

Sonnet 19, lines 1-4.

,G..J..l1 \~LbÎ ~ ~1 c'., - .~.LlI .La)1~-' ~~~u
" .. - .11 tA ~ _.~.I~. . \tl L - .<...>:H~ .J rr-' ~.J ~

't,?J~..:.J1 ~I ~ 0a 0..)6...11 ù~\tl ~

.0~I •.~I ("..)~..?-:1

AlI the metaphors in this poem are c1assified as common metaphors

between English and Arabie. ln both cultures, time is a predatory animal

destroying everything in its way. Time 'devours' '~' 'blunts' 'JS:i' makes

the earth 'devour her brood' 'tA.J~ ~' 'plucks the teeth' 'ù~\tl ~ '

and 'bums the blood' '(".l!1~..?-:1'.AlI these images are frequent in Arabie and

a literal translation using the same vehic1e will convey the poet's meaning.

Compensation in kind is used to translate 'lion's paws' '~I ..)LbÎ' instead

of '~I ~Î' since '..)LbÎ' is more appropriate to the TL. This is to show
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that time not only blunts the lion's paw but the claws also which are the

sharpest part of the paw.

7- Full many a glorious moming have 1 seen

Flatter the mountaintops with sovereign eye,

Kissing with golden face the meadows green,

Gilding pale streams with heavenly alchemy;

Sonnet 33, lines 1-4.

,~i.J t.5lt:l.a C ~ o- P.
A.hb.' Jk:J\ ~ .L., ~. ~ ., ~ I..j...;-=;

,~j ~y. ç.\~\ CJyJ\ ~

.I..jJb ~ ~t..;J\ ~\yJ\ ~

The poet in this stanza compares the moming to a woman using many

common metaphors such as 'flatter' 'I..j...;b..:', 'sovereign eye' '~ Ù;F',

'kissing' '~', 'golden face' '~j ~j, 'gilding' '~'. These SL metaphors

are translated with the same vehicle in the TL.

8- For no man well of such a slave can speak

That heals the wound and cures not the disgrace ;

Nor can thy shame give physic to my grief;

Sonnet 34, line 7.

,~~"".J\ \~ ùC ~~ ùi Vb"'''J hi JI

'.JW\ ~ çJJ C~\ r'l I..j~\

.~\~_\ .. '. ~ ~Î <..F~
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claws also which are the

,~i.J JJl:l.a C ~ ù-o rS

~. JL::JI ~ .L._. ~ .. ~ t..?...>-=-d

~ 1· ._,: '1 . ·'1 .1.:: .. .Jo: ç. ~ 1:..J~ l.J7"I:!

~~L.;JI .}lyJl ~

to a woman using many

vereign eye' '~ Ü;F',

:. These SL metaphors

The SL metaphor, here, 'shame' '~I', is translated by the same TL

vehicle.

9- each new mom

... new SOITOWS

Strike heaven on the face.

Macbeth, act 4, scene 3, line 4.

'~~C~ JS
,;;~~ .:J?i ...

The SL metaphor is 'strike heaven on the face' 'ç. LuJI <4-..J ~' in which

SOITOWS act as a person. A literal translation by the same vehicle conveys

the same meaning in the SL.

10-The world

A stage where every man must play a part,

And mine a sad one.

The Merchant of Venice, act 1, scene 1, line 77.

,çJWI

'..J..J~ Aj JS ')..J~'Jr1 C~

. Ù;1j.:J1 ..J..J.l11~Ld ui Lai

Here, the poet considers the world as a stage. As it is illustrated III

(Shakespeare: poem 3), this SL metaphor 'stage' is translated by the same

TL vehicle 'CY"-"'.
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11- Love is blind, and lovers can not see

The pretty follies that themselves commit

The Merchant ofVenice, act 2, scene 6, line 36.

'Ù~ ~~\ .J ,~i ~\

.~\ ~t!~ LP ù~

Here, with exception of the SL metaphor 'love is blind', which 1S

translated by the same vehicle in the TL, an idiomatic translation is adopted

for the rest of the two lines. 'Cannot see' as a verb is transformed to an

adjective 'ù~' which is repeated at the head of the second line to

compensate for non-translation of 'themselves'. These changes harmonise

with the Arabie translation and create a dynamic equivalence; otherwise, the

style would appear flimsy.

12- None but that ugly treason ofmistrust;

Which makes me fear th' enjoying of my love.

The Merchant ofVenice, act 3, scene 2, line 28.

ç..~~\. . .. y , 'i
~L UA~ ~

. ~\ ~\ ~4=--'il

The translation here requires a merger between the two English lines since a

literal translation would present the poem as prose. The SL metaphor

'treason of mistrust' '~\ ~~' is translated by a similar vehicle in TL

language.

13- How sweet the moonlight sleeps upon this bank!

The Merchant ofVenice, act 5, scene 1, line 54.
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The core of the common metaphor 'sleeps' '~U.J---Â .J' is maintained,

however, the only change is the replacement of the SL verb with a TL noun.

Following Arabie grammar, the verbal phrase expresses the continuity of the

event; whereas the noun phrase reflects the stability of the event. Based on

this fact, the idiomatic way to render this image in which the poet is

depicting the moonlight spreading on the bank is by a noun. Moreover, it is

more effective and expressive by a noun than by a verb.

14- If ever l were traitor,

My name be blotted from the book of life.

King Richard II, act 1, scene 3, line 201.

The 'book of life' , o4=J1 yt6.' is a c1ear common metaphor since it is

believed in Arabie culture that life is a book from which one can leam, draw

lessons, writes his experiences and so forth. A literal translation with the

same TL vehic1e conveys the same SL meaning.

15- Let's purge this choler without letting blood.

King Richard II, act 1, scene 3, line 201.

ln this line, the core of the SL metaphor remains the same in the TT. But

compensation in kind is required to adjust the English style to the Arabie

one. Literal translation for 'blood' 'f':J' would be abrupt since the common
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Arabie expression is 'ç>j 'ô~' . The latter is used to show that not evena

drop of blood is let. Moreover, 'letting' is omitted from the Arabie

translation; its occurrence would be redundant.

16- Whose hollow tomb inherits naught but bones?

King Richard II, act 2, scene l, line 69.

fç>U;.,J\ ~J ~ o~ ~~ lJAJ

ln this SL metaphor 'tomb inherits' '~\ ~ > ./,the tomb is compared to a

person who inherits an estate. The same metaphor is maintained in the TL.

However, a literal translation for 'naught but bones' would be meaningless

in Arabie. Compensation in place is required by replacing 'naught: nothing'

by'~'. The reason for this change is that the exception style in English is

slightly different from Arabie. For instance, '1 have received nothing except

one book' should be translated '~t& ~J ~ ~i r-l'; if 'nothing' were

literally translated by '~ ~', it would spoil the meaning.

17-Here we march

Upon the grassy carpet ofthis plain.

King Richard II, act 3, scene 3, line 49.

~~\\~~'~

~ . .bl.......J 1~
. . (j'I . c..s-

The SL metaphor 'grassy carpet' '~ ÙA .b~' is translated by the same

TL vehicle. The prepositional phrase ofplace 'ofthis plan' is transfered to

the first line. Without this change, the Arabie translation would appear as a

piece of prose rather than a poem.
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18-My son, now in the shade of death;

Whose bright out-shining beams thy cloudy-wrath

Hath in etemal darkness folded-up.

King Richard III, act 1, scene 3, line 262.

ln this poem, two common SL metaphor 'shade of death' 'ü~\ ~' and

'cloudy wrath' '~I..il\.ll.:J\' are translated by their corresponding metephors in

the TL.One slight change is made wh en the adjective 'bright' is omitted from

the Arabie translation since the word 't~l' embodies the brightness.

19-0 my accursed womb, the bed of death.

King Richard III, act 4, scene l, line 53.

A literal translation does not create any misunderstanding in translating the

'womb' as a 'bed of death'. It is a metaphor shared between English and

Arabie cultures.

20- True hope is swift, and flies with swallow's wings .

King Richard III, act 5, scene 3, line 23.

I~\ ·La)t\ i La. ~ ~ c.F t ...}-YI

.ùlh:J\ C~ t: ~ La ùk....}-YI
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From a metrieal point of view, dividing the English verse into two in

Arabie translation would sound more effective than preserving it as one line.

Compensation in kind is adopted to keep the same meaning of the SL poem

and the poetry of the Arabie translation at the same time. 'True hope is

swift' is transferred from statement to exclamation'!~1 ~L.a\tl ty..Î la',

sinee a literal translation'~~ ~I ~L.a\tl' would appear more prosaic

than poetic. Finally, the SL metaphor 'flies' '...>~_..b-l is translated by the same

vehicle in the TL.

21- We'll weed them all at last,

And you your self shall steer the happy helm.

The Second Part of King Herny VI, act 1, scene 3, line 102.

~ ~ uo\';",·,,,,~'+lll~.J

.la.uJ1 l.....lS . _11~ ~ ..,
, . ~ .~.J

The SL metaphor 'steer the happy helm' '~I ~ yJl ~~' is translated by

the same TL vehicle. One compensation is made by merging 'you yourself '

,JI ",ô·,/ since this latter, grammatically, has the same semantic powerfulness

as 'you yourself'.

22-Here bums my candle out; ay here it dies.

The Third Part of King Henry VI, act 2, scene 6, line 1.

1.JjL.aG.\ ,o\,~ ~~I l:l.\

A word-for-word translation is adopted in this line retaining the same

grammatical structure and the same vehicle in the TL : 'it dies' '1.JjL.a'.
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23-Her tears will pierce into a marble heart.

The Third Part of King Henry VI, act 3, scene 1, line 37.

The core of the two common SL metaphors, 'tears pierce' '~.fo:jtyaJ' and

'a marble heart' 'rh-' 0----.a ~', remained the same in the target language.

The only change made is the addition of 'J,.....S' 'each' since '1"6..) ù--o ~

'without 'J,.....S' will give the meaning of one heart which does not match up
'rl

with the denotative meaning of the SL poem.

24-Smooth runs the water where the brook is deep.

The Second Part of King Henry VI, act 3, scene 1, line 53.

.~\ J.J~\ ~ y W\ I.jYH Y.J~

Here, the SL metaphor 'the water runs' 'yW\ I.j ..>-..~..l is rendered by the same

TL vehicle.

25- The gaudy, blabbing and remorseful day

Is crept into the bosom of the sea.

The Second Part of King Henry VI, act 4, scene 1, line 1.

l''Jl.i,~1.........::J '~ 1"->:

• ~\ .).l...::J ~ '-:-l~

ln these lines, the sea and the day are compared to a human being. The day

is creeping and the sea is given the attribute of a human bosom. Both SL

metaphors are translated by their corresponding equivalents in the TL.
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26-These eyes, that now are dimm'd with death's black veil,

Have been as piercing as the mid-day sun,

To search the secret treasons of the world.

The Third Part of King Henry VI, act 5, scene 2, line16.

d~':l\ ü..,...J\ y~ ~ 4-~"'J\ ù~\ o~

.hfol\~ts ~~ WjlS

.~W\ ü\j~ y..>J ùC- ~ ~ J

The SL metaphor 'death's black veil' 'j~':l\ ü..,...J\ y~' is translated by

the same TL vehicle.

27-Even at this sight,

My heart is turn'd to stone.

The Second Part of King Henry vï, act 5, scene 2, line 50 .

. ~ ÙA 4l!o~

Here, an idiomatic translation is required to avoid a heavy style. However,

the core of the metaphor 'stone heart" ~ ~ ~' is maintained in the

Arabie translation by replacing the verb 'turn' with 'o~' as a consequence

of the first line 'even at this sight'. The word 'y19' is repeated twice to create

an internal rhythm in the Arabie translation.

28- Why here walk 1 in the black brow of night,

To find you out.

King John, act 5, scene 6, line17.
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The night in these lines is compared to a human being. A human being's

brow beeomes a dark area in which the poet is wandering. To achieve this

vivid image and to create a dynamic equivalence in the Arabie translation,

an idiomatie translation is adopted. Compensation by splitting is made to

create a balance between the Arabie verses. 'Why' is divided into a

commonly used Arabie structure ')ÜL.......U.a' and 'ljL....J'. To make the

translation more fluent, the first Arabie line heads with a prepositional

phrase of place though inexistent in the SL poem. A literal translation to

'find out' " 9!~.'\</ or '~' would be over colloquial, however, '~yi ~i

, is both more poetic, and describes the state of the poet wandering in the

brow of the night looking for his target.

29-Their cheeks are paper. - Why, what read you there.

King Henry V, act 2, scene 2, line 75.

~~WA. i.fo 1jl..a "jW ,GI.::..i.....o rA'j -,.b.

It is a widespread image in Arabie culture that cheeks are paper from which

the poet ean read, inspire and so forth as in the following verse.

A mole on the papers ofhis cheek,

Appears as a grain of ambergris in a marble plate.

30-The gates of mercy shall be all shut up

King Henry V, act 3, scene 3, line la .
.~ ù~ 4JS ~)I '-;-JIyi
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The SL metaphor 'gates of mercy' '~)I yIy'Î' is translated by the same

TL vehicle.

31-He has strangled

His language in his tears.

King Henry VIII, act 5, scene 1, line 158 .

.4.c.JA..).} ~I ~I ~J

A passive voice sounds more fluent than the active voice used in the SL

poem. The common metaphor 'strangled his language' , ~I ~I' is

replaced by the same vehicle.

32-Her eyes like marigolds had sheathed their light,

And canopied in darkness sweetly lay,

Till they might open to adom the day.

The Rape of Lucrece, lines 397-99.

,LA.J~ w.i::..Î ..)§ .J ù.J·Uj';;lS ù.J;:C

,~I .} ~ ,ubj .} :;~

..J~I Ù:1Jl1 ~ ~

The metaphor 'adom the day' '.J4-LJI ù--:!Jl1', as if the day is a person who

requires make-up, is translated by the same TL vehicle. The word '~' is

used as a translation of 'open' instead of '~' since '~' is more

collocativelly appropriate in Arabie language.

33-Her hair like golden threads play with her breath,

o modest wantons, wanton modesty!

Showing life's triumph in the map of death,

And death's dim look in life's mortality.
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Each in her sleep themselves so beautify,

As if between them twain there were no strife,

But that life lived in death, and death in life.

The Rape of Lucrece, lines 400-407.

,~\.iji ~I..lj ~j.b~ IA~

".~..,..JI~.? ~ o4::J1 y.::ù '-? ~

.~WI 0 4::J1 ~ w..,..J1w foJ

,;/4 ~~4-c~ ~ ç.~ JS
tly ~ w..,..J1J o4::J1 (..J.~I ~

O~ ~ wJAJ 'WJA ~ o~
Here, we have an effective image in which the poet combines two

contrastive things 'life and death' using sorne cornmon metaphors 'modest

wantons' 'o~ 44 .7,:.' 'wanton modesty' '44'~(\:'4 o..JüJ' death's dim look'

w..,..J1w~' 'life's triumph' 'o4::J1 y.::ù' 'map of death' 'w..,..J1~.?'. AU

these metaphors are translated perfectly with the same TL vehicle. To

conclude this stanza with rhythmic balance, the verb 'lived' is omitted and

replaced by the noun 'o~' which embeds the sense of the verb omitted.

This change leads us to preserve the exact meaning of the SL line in a more

eloquent Arabie translation.

34- My sable ground of sin I will not paint,

To hide the truth.

The Rape of Lucrece, line 1074.
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The 'truth', here, is compared to a material thing that can be hidden. A

literal translation fulfills the same meaning expressed by the SL metaphor.

35-This rudeness is a sauce to his good wit,

Which gives men stomach to digest his words

With better appetite.

Julius Caesar, act l, scene 2, line 305.

The metaphor, here, 'to digest' '1" ,ad is commonly used in Arabie in a

figurative meaning; however, to make the Arabie translation more fluent

two major changes should take place. The first is that a literal translation of

'sauce' would make the Arabie translation c1umsy and colloquial. The

connotative equivalent of 'sauce' here is'~' since the rudeness in the poem

is the secret of his wit. The second change is the deletion of 'stomach', since

this latter is implicitly understood from the Arabie word '~'.

36-My heart all mad with misery,

Beats in this hollow prison of my flesh.

Titus Andronicus, act 3, scene 2, line 9.
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The core of the first SL metaphor 'my heart all mad' is kept by changing

the English noun phrase into an Arabie verbal phrase'~ cYj+.-l\ ~Î' ; a

literal translation by noun phrase 'cYyl~ ù~1 ~' would lack fluency

and be stylisticaUy odd. The adjective '('~I' is added tc make the Arabie

line more expressive. The prepositional phrase of place in the second line is

divided into three Arabie preposional phrases whieh are '~ ~' , ~

~\yj' and '<..,?~ ~' .Cornpensation by splitting is necessary here to

avoid the ambiguity that a literal translation may create. The word 'hollow'

is translated by 'A.J\ j...-.j j' which equates with 'prison' as a core of SL

metaphor.

37- He is the bridle ofyour will

The Comedy of Errors, act 2, scene 1, line 13.

. &~('~.ul

Here, a literal translation works perfectly, and the same vehicle is

retained in TL.

38- An ocean oftears.

Two Gentlemen of Veran a, act 2, scene 7, line 69.

·tJA~1 u-a~
Here, the SL metaphor is translated by the same TL vehicle.

39- Weed this worm wood from your fruitful brain

Love's Labour's Lost, act 5, scene 2, line 855.
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This image in which the brain is compared to a fruitful tree that should

be weeded from the wild plants is commonly used in Arabie culture. The SL

metaphor is retained by the same TL vehic1e.

40- Why is your cheek so pale?

How chance the roses there do fade so fast?

A Midsummer Night's Dream, act 3, scene 2, line 129.

~\..~~~.h Jl.J La. .
~~ ~ ~~ ùi ~UA. J ..9.)..,1\ ~ k Ù'Ci

The common metaphor here is the comparison between cheeks and

roses. As time goes by, the roses fade like the cheeks which are invaded by

wrinkles. A literal translation is adopted and the same vehic1e is retained in

the TL.

41- From hour to hour we ripe and rot

And then from hour to hour we rot and rot.

As You Like lt, act 2, scene 7, line 26.

,~ ~ ~ ,~ ~) ~ Ù'C

.~~ ~,~~) ~ Ù'C..9

Here, again, we have a common metaphor in which a human being is

compared to a harvest. After its growth, it achieves a stage of ripeness; once

it oversteps this stage, it becomes rotten. A literal translation is adopted

apart from 'hour' which is translated by '~' since this latter is commonly

used rather than '~I........J' to express changes caused by time.
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42- He bums with bashful shame, she with her tears

Doth quench the mai den buming of his cheeks;

Then with her windy sights and golden hairs

To fan and blow them dry again she seeks.

He said she is Immodest, blames her miss;

What foUows more she murders with a kiss.

Venus and Adonis: lines 49-54.

,~_I~\ '\ - ~I -, .'y , '-'~ (jJY

,~WI ~I~ J ,~~I 1A.)'l·'::'U

'~Jjc ÜA~ ~ J Â A'~,'\"" A .>.F 4-ïl :J~
.4.l.W ~ . i ~ i,.. U . J

ln this stanza, all the SL metaphors 'bums' 'e,j~' 'tears quench' , 4c--",,~

(jJY' 'maiden buming' '~\ e,j\~~\' 'golden hairs' '~~\ IA~' 'windy

sighs' '~W\ ~I~' 'murders with a kiss' '~ ~, are translated by the

same TL vehic1es. Two major modifications are made in the Arabie

translation, the first is a compensation by merging 'bashful / shame' into one

Arabie word '~' .The second is a compensation in kind in which a ward

with the same meaning 'col.,.', A' is used for 'she seeks', since aliterai

translation would make the poem lose its flavor and make it more

coUoquial.
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43- A dream itselfis but a shadow.

Hamlet, act 2, scene 2, line 262.

The 'shadow', a metaphorical image widespread in Arabie culture,

expresses the idea of the short-lived and quickly passing sweet events. Here,

the metaphor 'dream is a shadow' 'J.-..l; r---1=JI' is translated by the same TL

vehic1e.

44- Death

The undiscovered country from whose boum -boundary-

No traveler retums

Hamlet, act 3, scene 1, line 79.

,ûyJI

,J.JP.A ~k.

.o..lJ~ ç.\.JJ ÙA .)~\ ~J: 'i

To compare death to an undiscovered universe and human beings as

travelers on this earth is also a common metaphor between English and

Arabie cultures. To make the Arabie translation more effective, one part of

the second line is added to the third Arabie line as a prepositional phrase of

place completing the meaning of the verbal phrase '.)~I ~J:'. The word

'ç.\.JJ' is added to 'boundary' since '..lJ~\ ç.\.JJ' is more poetic than '..lJ.b..lI'.

45- The serpent that did sting thy father's life

Now wears his crown.

Hamlet, act 1, scene 5, line 39.
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The 'serpent' is also a negative image in Arabie culture; a serpent is the

person who swindles, cheats, misleads, stabs one in the back, and so forth.

The SL metaphors 'sting' 't..L.Jo and 'wear' '("S.oÎJ";;' are translated by the same

TL vehic1e. To make the Arabie style more fluent, ohis crown' is translated

by '( tJI' without the pronoun 'his'.

46-Ifmusic be the food oflove, play on!

Twelfth Night, act 5, scene 1, line 1.

.~I ~I~ ~lli..l\j'ù'=- ~

A literal translation of this line would make the Arabie translation seem

ordinary and colloquial, depriving the poem of its characteristic. The core of

the metaphor is retained with sorne necessary changes. The vocative partic1e

opens the verbal phrase 'ù'=-' since an imperative style in Arabie IS

frequently preceded by '4A'. The conditional form in the SL poem IS

translated by a statement in Arabie translation. Translation of SL conditional

by its TL correspondence in this context would make the Arabie translation

appear as an argumentative style. The word 'music' is translated by '~Uè'

rather than '~.JA' to create assonance between 'ù'=-' and '~Uè'. This

procedure helps create an internal music in the Arabie version.

47 -The sea being smooth,

How many shallow bauble boats dare sail

Upon her patient breast, making their way
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With those of noble bulk!

Troilus and Cressida, act 1, scene 3, line 35.

'.J~'Jl ~ j~ I..:-lj~lo~i ~ çS-

,1 .;; .. L ' >, .' ... -'1 .u ,_" ,-~~ &"-l ~.J~ ,""IS'"" c..s-

'I..:-lj~l~~) 4
.ts J\A, ~ A.J'l

ln this poem, the sea is compared to a woman whose breasts become a

water surface to navigate. To keep this wonderful image in the TL, many

changes are made in the Arabie translation. An Arabie translation (AT)

started by 'the sea being smooth '\..jJ\A, ~l ûfi' would be abrupt. It is more

eloquent and smooth that the adverbial phrase of cause be placed at the end

of the AT. To build a dichotomy in a poetic manner, 'shallow bauble' and

'nobler bulk' are translated by their connotations in this context respectively

'I..:-lj~lo~i' and 'I..:-lj~l'.The idea, here, is that 'shallow bauble' refers to

a shallow boat and 'noble bulk' to a gigantic one. The expression used in

Arabie to describe this state is o~i'in the sense that 'I..:-lj~l o~i' is

just an imitation and are far to be 'I..:-lj~l';The definite article in 'I..:-lj~l'

has the meaning that this boat is a true but not a shallow one. The SL

metaphor here 'patient breast' is translated by the TL vehicle.

48- l will wear my heart upon my sleeve

Othello, act 1, scene 1, line 29.
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Here, a cultural translation is adopted as a technique to translate 'sleeve'.

It is hard to find a corresponding term in the TL. For a communicative

purpose 'sleeve' is translated by 'y~', which is an image well known in

the target culture, and has the same function as 'sleeve'. The SL metaphor

'wear my heart' is translated by the same vehicle.

49- There are many events in the womb of time

Which will be delivered.

Othello, act 1, scene 3, line 370.

oft ç.~i ùLa)1 ~.J ~

. .ll~ ç.~i

Here, time again is compared to a woman whom from whose womb

many events come into light. The two SL metaphors 'womb of time' , ~.J

ùLa)1' and 'delivered' '.lljj' are translated by the same TL language vehicle .

The word 'events' is translated by 'ç.~Î'; this latter appears more poetic than

'è.J\hÎ'. The relative pronoun 'which' is omitted and replaced by 'ç.~Î'

which is repeated to create a balance between the two TL lines due to

Arabie grammar which would allow no relative pronoun in this position.

50-She puts her tongue a little in her heart,

And chides with thinking.

Othello, act 2, scene 1, line 106.

,~~~LJ~..J
·fo~..J ~jj ~\.J..J
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The common metaphor 'put her tongue in her heart' is translated literally

with sorne modification in tense. ln the second line, ,~\ j is added to avoid

a heavy Arabie style. The meaning of \.::...>-1./ 'start doing something'

correlates with the idea that once she puts her tongue in her heart, she starts

chiding.

51- The miserable have no other medicine. But only hope.

Measure for Measure, act 3, scene 1, line 2 .

. ~I..o'Jr\ ':1)ç.\Jj ç.~y1l ~

It is widely accepted in Arabie culture that only hope keeps miserable

people still alive.

52-He has a cloud in's face

Antony and Cleopatra, act 3, scene 2, lines 52 .

. ~J~~~~

The core of the common metaphor is maintained by the addition of the

word '~' to make the style sound more Arabie,

53-He's a disease that must be eut away.

Coriolanus, act 3, scene l, line 293.

.4..c.)ü§\ ~ ç.b 4..j)

It is well-known in Arabie that a bad person acts as a contagious disease

that may spread into the whole body of society and must be weeded out.

54- When my love swears that she is made of truth,

l do believe her, though l know she lies,
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The Passionate Pilgrim, lines 1-3.

,~I t , ··i ~ .,~ lA.llc.~ ~~~

.~jlS ~i rki J ~~i

The SL metaphor 'made of truth' '~I' is translated by merging the two

English words into one in Arabie. The definite Article 'Ji' in '~I'

compensates for the verb 'made' in the sense that his beloved is the very

truth. The word 'though' is omitted since the Arabie structure of the second

line embeds the meaning of concession.

55-Beauty,

A brittle glass that' s broken presently.

The Passionate Pilgrim, section 12, line 4.

,J411

. ~ lA ülc.~ ~ (J'IÎ.S

Here, the word 'presently' is translated by 'ülc.~' which harmonizes

with the idea that beauty fades in a short time. A translation with '0';1' or '

1..:-l:1.) lAc' wou Id be abrupt and colloquial. The SL metaphor is translated by

the TL vehicle.

56-1 draw the sword myse1f; take it, and hit

The innocent mansion of my love, my heart

Cymbeline, act 3, scene 4, line 64.
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A literal translation works perfectly here, and the SL metaphor 'mansion

of my love' '~ ~' is maintained by using the same TL vehicle.

57 -Weep I can not,

But my heart bleeds.

The Winter's Tale, act 3, scene 3, line 51.

'y 1.S..:l\ ~i ~

.La.:lÙ~~

The SL metaphor 'heart bleeds' is frequent in Arabie culture to express

sorrow and suffering. Compensation by splitting is adopted to translate

'bleeds' into 'La.:l ù~' since the addition of 'La.:\'enforces and strengthens the

meaning of suffering expressed in the SL poem.
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B- Translating the SL metaphor by a different vehicle in the TL.

The following data will illustrate that although sorne SL metaphors

share an image with the target language; retaining the sarne TL vehicIe

would spoil both the meaning and the structure. To sort out this question,

the translator has to choose a TL vehicIe that shares the same semantic field

with the SL vehicIe.

Shakespeare

1- My love shall in my verse ever live young.

Sonnet 19, line 15.

.t.?~ ~ I~i Wl:! ~ ~

The idea expressed in the SL poem is shared between the SL and the

TL. A literal translation for the rnetaphor 'young' ''"-:-l~'would not harmonize

with the Arabie translation (AT). The word 't:}l:!' 'fresh' seems idiomatic and

effective. Moreover, it belongs to the same semantic field.

2- Within my mouth you have enjail'd my tongue.

King Richard II, act 1, scene 3, line 166.

The common metaphor 'enjail' is translated by another TL language

vehicle '~i' since the idea of preventing sorneone to speak is expressed in

Arabie by 'r.Ji' more than ' ~'. 'r.Ji' is derived from '("~' 'bridle' used to

control a horse.
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3- And water cannot wash away your sin

King Richard II, act 4, scene 1, line 242 .

.y.J-i~\ ÜA ~~ ç.W\ 'iJ

An idiomatic translation is more appropriate to make the AT more

poetic. The deep meaning understood from the word 'cannot' reflects that

even water, which is used for c1eaning, is unable to wash his sin. This is to

show how guilty is this person. For this reason, the word 'cannot' is omitted

and replaced by the negative partic1e ''i' which completes the meaning better

than 'Ok, '"J'i'; moreover, the word '~' 'to purify' is chosen as a different

vehic1e of 'wash'. Since the former with its religious connotations is more

appropriate to the target culture than 'J.-,...i:.', especially in the context of

'y.J-i~\' 'sins '.

4- Dreams are the children of an idle brain.

Romeo and Juliet, act 1, scene 4, line 96.

. J.aL::..Jic w~ ~LA '1\

This example illustrates perfectly the problems posed by 'hyperonymy' in

translation (see Dickins and al: 2002: 54-55). The denotative meaning of the

English word 'children' is a boy or girl from the time of birth until he or she

becomes an adult. Unfortunately, a full synonymy does not exist in the

Arabie language which distinguishes between: '~J ' 'boy' for male and '~'

'girl' for female. 'w~' seems to be the more convenient as a correspondent

for 'children' since in Arabie language 'w~' is commonly used to express
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5- The sweet wind did gently kiss the trees.

The Merchant ofVenice, act 5, scene 1, linel.

.) ..~.~':ll~I ~I.l; ~ Y.

To make the Arabie structure appear more poetic than prosaic, the adverb

'gent/y' '~y" opens the verse. The SL metaphor 'kiss' '~' is translated by a

different TL vehic1e '~IJ' since the latter is commonly used in describing

the wind moving the flower branches and the leaves oftrees gently.

6- Give me that man

That is not passion's slave, and 1wiU wear him

ln my heart's core, ay, in my heart ofheart.

Hamlet, act 3, scene 2, line 71.

'Ùl...wi/I~Ij ~l

,~L .J ,ol~ .J:!-'-'Il ù~ ùi cs.~(5ill

. ,Ii ~ . L .is ·.t......ù.lL(.,?:-". t..F u: ~ t..F .
Here the common metaphor 'passion's slave' is translated by a

different TL vehic1e '01~ ~l' . The translation of 'slave' by '~' will be

more coUoquial. However, '~l' 'captive' sounds eloquent in Arabie. '

~L' is repeated at the head of the third line to create an internaI music

through repetition and make the AT more effective. ln the third line, in the

mouth of her beloved, the poet changes his mind from 'heart' to 'heart of
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heart'. This statement is commonly expressed in Arabie by 'J--l for this

reason, the word 'ay' is replaced by 'J-i to make a fluent link between the

two parts of the Arabie line.

7- 1 am dec1ined into avale ofyears.

Othello, act 3, scene 3, line 265.

.~\ ÙA j\J ~ Wj~J

The SL metaphor in this verse 'dec1ined' is translated by a different TL

vehic1e 'wj~' 'distract'. A literal translation wou1d be meaning1ess. The

word 'j~' harmonizes perfect1y with the idea expressed in the verse which

is to bring back the poet's memories.

8- Ifthat the earth cou1d teem with women's tear,

Each drap. She falls would prove a crocodile.

Othello, act 4, scene 1, line 240.

,•.W\ ty..l.;l ~ ~.)'1\ W,j\.S )

'C~ ~j -.::..JL....a ~j JS W,j\.SJ

Here, a 1itera1translation to 'teem with' by the same TL vehic1e '~'

or ,~, wou1d be abrupt. A different vehic1e '~' is chosen to express the

ide a of p1enty of tears. To create assonance in the poem, the word 'falls' is

trans1ated by '-.::..J~' instead of ',~,h9 ".'. The latter has a connotation of

scarcity of tears. Assonance contributes to making the Arabie structure more

effective.
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9- We fail? But screw your courage to the sticking-place,

And we'll not fail.

Macbeth, act 1, scene 7, line 60.

.~J

A literal translation to the common SL language 'screw your courage'

'~~ ~), is heavy in Arabie, ln the context of 'win' and 'defeat' ' ~

~jc , 'strengthen your will' is more appropriate and is a commonly used

collocation. The prepositional phrase of place 'to the sticking-place' is

omitted because of its non-concordance with '~jc ~'.

10- To their deaf pillows will discharge their secrets.

Macbeth, act 5, scene 1, line 74.

The common metaphor 'discharge' is translated by a different TL

vehic1e 'ÙJ~' since '../'-'Ii' is the common verb used to discharge secrets in

Arabie. The repetition of the voiceless [s] sound contributes also to create

an internal music.

11-Each word thou hast spoke hath weeded from my heart,

A rot of ancient envy.

Coriolanus, act 4, scene 5, line 108.

'4:ill 4...JSJS ~ cJ.a ~I

.~..l.ll ~I .J~ ~I
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The metaphor 'weeded' is translated by a different vehicle 'Wat\\',

this choice is inspired from the word 'root' in the second line. The cornmon

word used in Arabie to uproot something from its root is 'tt!l'. The word'

~J.ll' sounds more eloquent than 'f':!.illl' to express an ancient envy in the

poet's heart.

12- Vice repeated is like the wandering wind

Blows dust in others' eyes, to spread itself.

Peric1es, Prince of Tyre, act 1, scene 1, line 96.

,~tJl e-;Yt.s; , ~~.J ~ ~~ j

.ù~l ~ .J~l .J~ ~.;b ~

To keep the same SL image in the TL, 'blows' and to 'spread itself

are translated respectively by 'J~' and '~..;b ~'. A literal translation

such as 't:U--l for 'blows' and '.J ,~t,r,'for 'spread itself' would be

inappropriate. To make the translation sound more Arabie, the word

'repeated' is replaced by '~' with repetition of '~~ .J' which completes the

meaning but through the repetition of lexical items typical of Arabie.

13- The moming steals upon nights,

Melting the darkness.

The Tempest, act 5, scene 1, line 65.
, ·"1 . _\ t. '.11~ ~C:...-.J:.J~

.~IIJ~

The same image is cited in the Holy Qur'an when Allah says' ~l ~.J:

~l ~ .J4-:Jl ~.J: .J .J4-:Jl ~'. 'He merges night into day and he merges
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Allah says ' J:ll1 ~ Jd

to day and he merges

day into night' (the Holy Qur'an, Al Hadiid: 6). It is appropriate here to

apply the Qur'anic metaphor 'c::J.J:' instead of '(,~'. The latter would be

alien to Arabie.

Blake (1757-1827)

Title of the poem: 'A poison tree' 'Songs of Experience'

And 1sunned it with smiles,

A translation by the same vehic1e 'sunned' '~' is more colloquial

and inappropriate register; a different vehic1e such as '4\.!..lÎ' sounds more

poetic.

Yeats (1865-1939)

Title of the poem: 'An old man stirs the fire to a blaze'.

And the gentle waves of the summer sea

A wave in Arabie cannot be described as 'gentle' '~'. This

adjective is more appropriate to a human being. A different vehicle '~l.i'

'soft' is chosen to render the same image in Arabie.

Auden (1907-1973).

Title of the poem: 'As 1 walked out one evening'

ln headaches and in worry

Vaguely life leaks away,
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And time will have his faney

Tomorrow or today.

'lS""\ J r-A ~

.(Jàyi;. ~ o~1 ~

, l...::..J lA . lA '.11 L :. .ç.,Uy~

A literal translation to the eommon metaphor 'leaks' by '~~' or \~~'

would be flimsy. ln Arabie, the more eonvenient word to deseribe the

mortality of life is '~'. The image of the mortality of life is perfeetly

deseribed in the Holy Qur'an wh en Allah says: ' A...:;o.J ~ J üt! ~ l.>.a JS

("I.fi'll J ~I Jj ~j, 'AlI that is on earth will perish: but will abide (for

ever), the faet of the Lord full of Majesty, bounty and honor'. (AIRahmaan:

26-27).
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c- Reducing the SL metaphor to sense/grounds.

Reducing the SL rnetaphor to grounds is a technique used to render

the rneaning of the rnetaphor. Sornetirnes, it is not easy to find for sorne

rnetaphors the appropriate vehicle in the TL. This translation seerns to be as

a scan process but with a local colar. The balance kept along translation by

the sarne and different vehicle starts diminishing and the translator begins to

locate himself in the TL more than SL. This new attitude is due to the

absence or inadequacy of a TL correspondent. Here, the translator's mastery

of both language and culture has a great role to play. Due to his experience,

he can create an adequate correspondent to keep the SL image.

Shakespeare:

1- I have set my life upon a cast

And I will stand the hazard of the die.

King Richard III, act 5, scene 4, line 9.

A literal translation for 'cast' ':Jy ~j to express the idea of

gambling would not make sense in Arabie, A more appropriate ward in the

TL is 'uj4-'. The 'die' is translated also by sense '.JL...i\I'. The latter is the

common word used for all kinds of gambling games.

2- I know also life is a shuttle.

The Merry Wives of Windsor, act 5, scene 1, line 26.
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The 'shuttle' here is translated by ground '~~ ç.~ , to express that life

is like a swift trip on earth.

3- But the etemal surnrner shall not fade.

Sonnet 18, line 9.

A literal translation of 'fade' by '~', '~' is not appropriate for time

generally and summer time in the SL poem. Normally, '~' is used for

depicting material things such as flowers. The common metaphor here is

reduced to sense by '.JU:..i\'1 lj).J-l in the sense of disappearance and so

forth.

4- ; and 1know his sword

Hath a sharp edge- it's long, and 't may be said

It reaches far; and where 't will not extend,

King Henry VIII, act 1, scene 1, line 109.

,jb ~ (.)u..;cÎ

. ~1...c.c\1\ y~ ,J.:.,.b

The meaning, here, is that the king has a long arm that allows him to hit

the furthest possible point to show how powerful he is. The common

metaphor 'the sword reaches far' can be translated neither by the same

vehicle nor by a different one. The idiomatic way to keep the flavor of the

SL image is to reduce it to ground such as 'L;l=.\'1 yy.:a.:'.
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Wordsworth (1770-1850)

Title of the poem: (Nutting) lin es 1-3.

It seems a day,

1speak of one from rnany singled out

One ofthose heavenly days which cannot die.

'f'~ oUI .J~

\", ,. 1 l.JÎ· . .uc ' > ~, 'TI ~ f', c..»: (,jA l.......l.J f'~

. 'i ' l.J1 .'~ f'~'~ f', (,jA f'~

An idiornatic translation reduces the SL rnetaphor 'die' into ground

'~'. It is frequently used in Arabie to describe the heavenly days of

our life with '~~' 'unforgettable' rather than 'ü~ 'i'.
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D- Converting the SL metaphor to a TL simile.

Converting a common SL metaphor into a TL simile is another

technique used to overcome the complexity imposed by metaphor

translation. As 1 have mentioned in chapter two 'Arabie theory of metaphor',

a particle simile is not crucial in the distinction between metaphor and

simile in Arabie. ln the Arabie theory of simile, the more often the particle

simile is omitted, the more eloquent the simile is and vice versa. The simile

without a particle is named 'tAJI <lJ) ,~,-\II''eloquent simile' such as '.l"J ~j'.

The aim of this recapitulation is to underline that the appearance or non-

appearance of the particle simile is conditioned by the context. That means

that there are sorne contexts in which the 'eloquent simile' appears more

effective than the 'normal simile'.

ln Arabie theory, the concept of metaphor is much wider than simile.

By contrast, the concept of the simile in Arabie can never be a metaphor for

the reason that both of the components of the simile structure, the topic and

the vehicle, must be mentioned. As a result of this crucial differentiation,

simile is much narrower than metaphor. Each metaphor is a simile and not

vice versa. ln Arabie theory of simile, the particle simile is not compulsory

in terms of distinction between simile and metaphor. ln English theory,

however, the particle 'as' or 'like' is essential. It cornes out from the above

comparison that the English concept of metaphor is much wider than the

Arabie one and the English concept of simile is much narrower than the

Arabie one.
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Shakespeare

1- His tears [are] pure messengers sent from his heart

Two Gentlemen of Verona, act 2, scene 7, line 77.

An idiomatic translation is required here to make the Arabie style more

effective. The verb 'send' '~' is shifted from the passive into the active

because the passive is far less common in Arabie than in English. The

adjective 'pure' modifying 'messengers' is deleted from the AT. Purity as a

quality is embedded in \~ J The common metaphor here 'messengers' is

translated by an 'eloquent simile' '~.J t..JA~', the addition of the particle ,~,

'~)tS t ..JA~' would sound heavy.

2- Wh en sorrows come, they come not single spies,

But in battalions.

Hamlet, act 4, scene 5, line 7.

,~l ~tS cS jl..) ~\,:j 'i 'ûl ~ 'J'l~b ~.l:!c.

.j~IJ9~~

To keep the mood of the SL image in which tears are compared to

spies and battalions, the simile with ,~, is more expressive than a metaphor.

The two common metaphors 'single spies' and 'battalions' are respectively

translated by 1~l ~tS cS jl..;--J' and 1j ~l J9' ....7' S'. ln this latter,

compensation by splitting is adopted; the noun 'battalions' is split into a

noun 'J94' and a post modifier 'j~l'.
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3- Life's but a walking shadow; a poor player,

That struts and frets his hour upon the stage,

And then is heard no more.

Macbeth, act 5, scene 5, line 23.

,J1J1 ~ ~ 'iJ o~lla

" 9)- 1 ;.,11ù~';1 .y! ~ C~J

.I.A~ ~ 'i~ Â.c~ ~ le ùtcY""J

The image of life being compared to a shadow is frequently used in

Arabie and English poetry to stress that life is short. Exception is relayed by

using the negative form ''iJ ... le' 'none ... but'.

The simile structure 'J,...J:JI~ I...? '~'AS' has also contributed to this

emphasis. Life is also a 'stage' 'C~" A translation by simile is chosen

here to create a parallelism between 'I...? I~!AS'and 'C~', which contributes

to an internal rhythmic structure.

However, 'a poor player' is translated by '1 À)_ 1 :.,11ù~';I' which is the

most convenient form to convey the meaning of pitiful person whose

appearance on the stage of life is so brief. A literal translation for 'then is

heard no more' wou Id be abrupt and would spoil the rhythm of the two first

TL lines.

4- Thus is his cheek the map of days outworn,

When beauty lived and died as flowers do now.

Sonnet 68, lines 1-2.
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The underlying meamng of the two SL poems is that superficial

beauty does not live longer, and that the real beauty is an inward quality. To

express this idea, the poet uses the flower. To keep the same elements of the

SL metaphor, Arabie uses '~I 411.' ,:,',1\''argumentative simile' in which

the 'rump', '~', plays the role of an argument to prove the credibility of

the 'chest', '.J~', such as Abuu Firas's verse.

ln plight, will my clan recognize me

ln the darkest light, the moon is missed.

Here, the rump plays the role of an argument to strengthen the chest

meaning. The same approach is adopted to translate Shakespeare's poem.

Here 'rl;~1 ~ ~~ 0.).J~I ~' serves as an argument to illustrate how the

map of days can wear out the cheeks. The beauty is not an outward quality

but an inward one. Usually the structure of the 'argumentative simile' does

not include the particle simile.

At the end of this section, it cornes out of this practical study of

common metaphor that there are four techniques to render the English

metaphor into Arabie. ln terms of hierarchy, our data reveals the following:

Firstly, great part of analyzed metaphors is translated by the same TL

vehicle. Secondly, Translation by a different vehicle occupies the second

position. Thirdly, reducing common metaphor to TL ground and converting

common metaphor into simile is quite frequent. It is worth mentioning in
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this respect that we have not come across an example in which translation

by different metaphor can be used. It seems at this level of analysis that

translation by metaphor is an important criterion that distinguishes common

metaphor from specifie metaphor.
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Section two: Specifie metaphor.

As it is mentioned before, specifie metaphor is more cultural than

linguistic. It reflects SL thought, behaviour, religion, traditions, and so forth.

This section will focus on how specifie metaphor is translated from English

into Arabie.

A- Retaining the specifie SL metaphor by the same or a similar vehicle in the TL.

Shakespeare

1- ln thy face 1 see

The map of honour, truth and loyalty.

The Second Part of King Henry VI, act 3, scene 1, line 202.

, (.5) ~-' ~

. ~':I\ ~\ W .~.I\ 4..hJ .u.:::. . -' , -' .Y""" , y:..

Here, the 'map ofhonour' 'w~\ ~~', 'Map oftruth" ~y..

Â 01 0...•\\' and 'map ofloyalty' 'u.:::.~ il \ ~..?-' are new metaphors in the TL.

ln other words, it is unlikely to come across such metaphor in old Arabie

literature. However, the aforementioned metaphors are easily transplanted in

the TL; more than that, they sound as a part of the TL language body to the

extent that the reader cannot distinguish whether they are original or

translated frorrr a foreign language. The specifie metaphor, in this case,

contributes to the richness of the TL in both image and language. The

image, here, means that the TL increases the capacity of its imagination.

The integration of these new borrowed images contributes to the creation of
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a local imagination. Specifie metaphor, here, does not only enrich TL

imagination but also target language by the addition of sorne new structures.

2- Love is a smoke made with the fume of sighs

Romeo and Juliet, act l, scene 1, line 193.

This image is cornpletely new in Arabie culture. ln case of a failed

love story as is the case here, Arabs are accustomed to compare love to a

mirage rather than to smoke. ln Arabie poetry, the lover is a thirsty person

galloping after a sheet of water that seems to appear in hot weather; but ones

he reaches it, he discovers that it is no more than illusion. ln Shakespearea's

image, the lover discovers that love is but a smoke which fades away

leaving no trace behind it. Despite the specificity of each culture, the

Shakespearean image is transplanted well in the Arabie translation using the

same vehic1e.

3- ... now he weighs time

Even to the utmost grain;

King Henry V, act 2, scene 4, line 137.

'ù~jl\ ù~ .uJ 'ù'i\

·ù~jl\ ü\.J~ ù~ ~

Weighing time is a new idea in Arabie culture. ln Arabie literary work,

time is something precious that should be invested. ' rl ùl ~ts ü3)1

&..b3 ~' , Time is like a sword, chop it; otherwise, it will chop you'. ln
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Arabie metaphor, time is frequently compared to something that cannot be

weighed. Despite the specificity of Shakespearea's metaphor, it appears

acceptable and meaningful in the TL.

4- I have no words;

My voice is in my sword.

Macbeth, act 5, scene 8, line 7-8.
,4..l..,§Î La c..?..l:Jc ~

.~y.~~

'My voice is in my sword' is a specifie metaphor, which can be

translated with the same TL metaphor. ln fact, the Shakespearean image is

expressed in Arabie by 'ùL..J rather than 'w~'. The reason for this strategie

decision is the close relationship between 'ùL-..J' and 'w~' in Arabie.

Rhetorically, this relationship is classified as a synecdoche '~..;-JI j~I' in

which 'the relation between what is used and what the word conventionally

denotes is that of relation other than similarity' , La Ù:H 4.DWI ~1.S l-a .J----A

~I ..Ji:- ~ 4..l ~-' La-, ~ J49', Il.1' (El Misned 2001: p 112). 'An

instrumental relation' '~'il ~I', here, links 'ùU' and 'w~' since the

tongue is a tool used to produce voices. ln Arabie, one of them completes

the same function. For this reason, the Shakespearean metaphor' y. ~~

~' matches the Arabie common usage \ ....~ •.Jl.S ùL..JJI' 'the tongue is like

the sword'. The tongue may wound our heart without a trace of blood as

Tarafa said:
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An arrowhead wounds may be healed

But none that are by the tongue.

This image shows that the tongue is sharper than the arrowhead, both

of them harm but that of tongue is incurable and bleeds forever. An

idiomatic translation is adopted for '1 have no word' 'J...,!Î La <.j~ ~' since

a literal translation appears too heavy.

5- The tartness of his face sours ripe grapes.

Coriolanus, act 5, scene 4, line 19.

The Shakespearean metaphor in this line adds a new style to

describe a bad behaviour. The commonly Arabie usage to express the effect

of the 'tartness' is 'j~\ .:Ij ~3 'ù45-)\ .:Ij ,.5\b'.<')~\3'ù4::J\ .:Ij lS.ili'. A

literal translation will be as 'the forehead becomes wet, the knees tremble,

and the skin shivers'. An idiomatic translation as 'It is a disgraceful, blood

curdling and terrifying thing'. Here, the translation of Shakespeare's

metaphor with the same vehic1e works perfectly; more than that, it creates a

dynamic equivalence with the TL reader.

Prose

1- 'Do not let the grass grow under your feet'

Used for waste no time, seize your opportunity.

(Trad Eng Met: p 156).
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A great number of the analyzed metaphors in the following section

are idioms. ln our research, we are not interested to find out whether or not

idioms are metaphors. However, what ever the outcome of such a debate,

the idioms comply with the mechanism of the metaphor ...'ocess. From the

Arabie perspective, idioms are metaphors. ln this respect AlJurjanii says:

'c.sy..i y..YJ )4...) ~ I:!ll) ':wl! I~) dt~ ,yl.,......'ô)...•u......:n'J ,'~I' ~J"

~ <.j~ ùÎ ~ ~~ '1 ~ ùtSdj.YlIJ ~4 ~ ~.;JI ô.)~1 4.l ~}.9

)4...) ~ Cy..i '1J Cy..Î : J~ LJ..aS ~\j 'I:!lyi ~ jj.fo ~ ~ :Jfo ~\1J\

.( 73 u-a:j~il\ Jj'1j) 'c.sy..i ~.J:u

"Saying status is the same as a metaphor, for instance in the saying '1

see you bringing forward one foot and bringing backward one', the meaning

that should be understood is confusion. The saying is certainly more

eloquent than saying: you are hesitating in your choice. " (AlDalaail p 73).

It is c1ear from AIJurjaanii's point of view that 'sayings' are

metaphors for the reason that 'c.sy..i y.. Y J ~.) ('..L.1j I:!l\)' is a vehic1e

describing a confused person incapable to make a decision. The saying,

here, which is the vehic1e, describes a panic situation by using a concrete

image in which one advances his foot sometimes and brings it backward in

others. A literal translation is adopted with the same TL vehicle.

2- The best honey is not got by squeezing.

Used for what is given spontaneously is preferable to what is extracted

under pressure.

(Trad Eng Met: p 155)
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ln Arabie culture, honey has the connotation of happiness, cornfort,

enjoyment, wealth, welfare, and so forth. The image here in this metaphor

is, on the one hand, a good person giving spontaneously and generously, and

on the other hand, a good honey is brimming over without squeezing from a

beehive. The whole metaphor image is not alien to Arabie, and a Iiteral

translation with the same TL vehicle sounds meaningful.

3- Fancy may bolt bran and think it flour.

Used for: refinement does not essentially improve any one and you

will need a strong imagination to fancy him any better than a dusty version

of what worth little in the first place.

.~ 41·....)9 AJ~I y.j; rA)1

Fancy, in Arabie culture, has the same usage as in the English

metaphor. Fancy minimizes a serious matter to a trivial one to the extent

that fancy can draw heaven into a cock eye as in the Moroccan Arabie

saying. A literal translation is adopted with the same TL vehicle.

4- Put two pennies in a purse and they will creep together.

(Trad Eng Met. p 66).

The idea here is that one person cannot achieve his goal without

any help. By gathering two pennies you will get the third one. The common

Arabie usage for this metaphor is 'money breeds money', and 'one hand

cannot applaud"~ ';1 ohl)1 ~I'.
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It is worth underlining that not a11 the previous rnetaphors are

cornpletely alien to the target culture. Sornetirnes the idea of the SL

rnetaphor is shared between SC and TC, but each culture expresses the sarne

rneaning in a specifie rnanner. ln other words, they shan" .1)e substance and

they differ in the performance. The role of the translation here as a means is

to open a channel between the SC and TC. These cross-cultural exchanges

pollinate both SC and TC with sorne new elernents which contribute to the

progress ofhurnan civilization.
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B- Retaining the specifie metaphor by a different vehicle in the TL.

Shakespeare

1- Let me speak a little. This youth that you see here,

1 snatch'd one half out oftbe jaws of death,

Twelfth Night, act 3, scene 4, line 367.

'I..SY '-:?~\ y4.:J\ \~ ,)413 ~l ~J

.u~\ Jj\y~~~y

Both English and Arabie share the idea that death is a wild animal

devouring anything without pity. Contrary to English metaphor, Arabie uses

'..)1...1;1' 'nails' or 'Jj\y' 'claws' instead of'jaws' 'dl9' such as in the poet's verse.

When the death pierce its claws,

Throw a way an useless amulet.

To adjust the English metaphor to Arabie style, the word 'jaw' is

translated by 'claw' since 'u~\ ~' would appear unusual and may stand

as an obstacle to create a dynamic equivalence witb the reader.

2- Would the fountain of your mind were clean again, that 1 might

water an ass at it! 1had rather be a tick in a sheep than such a valiant

Ignorance.

Troilus and Cressida, act 1, scene 3, line 312.
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The specifie metaphor here is 'fountain of mind' which is translated by

different vehicIe'~ ~.JJA'. ln this metaphor, the poet compared the mind

t vehicle in the TL.

'\ Ii\,~ ~1 ~~

\ ~Iy' ù.a ~ ücy

ath is a wild animal

metaphor, Arabie uses

as in the poet' s verse.

e, the word jaw' is

usual and may stand

reader.

to decorative fountain with jets of water. The literal translation of 'fountain'

is '0 .J~I..:J\'which is also used for a decorative purpose in Arabie. 'Mind' in

Arabie culture is frequently compared to '~.JJA' 'spring' in which one can

quench his thirst for knowledge. A spring which does not dry up is Iike a

creative active mind. For this reason, a translation by different vehicIe is

adopted since the same vehicIe '0 .J~I..:J\'wou Id be alien to Arabie style.

3- From the table of my memory,

Iwill wipe a way all trivial found records,

AIl saws ofbook, aIl forms, all pressure past,

That youth and observation copied there;

Hamlet, act 1, scene 5, line 98.

'c.;p\~0p~ ÙA

,:1. QtJ\ UW\ ~\ J$. L.~ J ~ ~. ~

'Y~ J$. ,~W\ y~i J$. ,~\ ù~.J J$.
. ~U.\ ~~\ .uJ~La J$.

'Table of memory' is a specifie metaphor which is translated by , 0p~
~p\j,. A literal translation by '~p\~ o~, or 'c.;p\~:âJJlb' would lack

the expressive function which is an important element in a literary
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translation. 'Memory' in Arabie culture is always compared to a book or a

diary rather than a table.

Prose:

1- It only takes one bad potato to destroy what's on the stalk.

Used for one bad character corrupts the whole company.

(Trad Eng Met: p 183).

.AJS J.a.=JI ~ ôhl.J ~

The underlying idea in this metaphor is shared by Arabie culture.

However ,~, is used rather than '~I..b.:' in Arabie.

2- Get your feet muddy.

Used for a person who gets into trouble with the law.

(Trad Eng Met: p 155).

.~y(,,,,,,ll~ 4..> ~J

The specifie metaphor 'muddy feet' is translated by' ~ 4..> ~ J

~:'i"(',,'JI' using a different TL vehic1e. The 'mud' here, is replaced by '~'

'quagmire'. The troublesome situation expressed in Arabie metaphor is

general and not especially linked to trouble with the law. The Arabie

metaphor here is adaptable to any uncalculated adventure that may lead you

into a quagmire in which your feet can sink deeply. A literal translation such

as 'J:....,ll ~ 4..> ~.J' would be collocativelly inappropriate.

3- He was swept offhis feet.
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This English metaphor is used for someone who falls suddenly and

completely in love with someone. A literal translation such as '4.J Ù..»'

or '4.J ~' would appear meaningless in the TL.

4- She was crowing with excitement.

The verb 'to crow' in English, is used for the cry of the cock. A

literal translation such as 'e:yJl ~ ..,3j..-..:j ~lS.' would sound funny and

strange, since '~j' is a special word used for the cry of a cock. The

common usage in Arabie to express a happy feeling is '~y.:J\' 'warbling',

which denotes the sounds ofbirds.
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c- Reducing the specifie metaphor to ground/sense.

There are sorne metaphors that can be translated neither by the same

vehic1e nor by a different one. ln this case, reducing it to ground will help

the translator to render the SL metaphor into the TL in an acceptable way.

Large members of these specifie metaphors, of a cultural type, do not have

exact correspondents. ln this kind of metaphor, the translator should focus

on the substance of the metaphor rather than the form. The following

examples will illustrate this remark.

Prose:

1- An icy stare.

.ç.\.J.:lj\ ô.):ù .."i ~~ ôfo

ln English 'icy stare' is used to describe a chilling manner. To translate

the same meaning into Arabie by the same vehic1e '~~ ô~' would be

meaningless. Arabie, however, uses a non-metaphorical structure such as '

~ ~ ô....rl=J'or 'ç.\.J.:lj\ ô.):ù'. ln terms of loss and gain, the Arabie translation

here loses the connotation of cold attached to the word 'icy' since it is

replaced by a non-metaphorical word 'ç.\.J.:lj\' or '~~'.

2- It sticks in my throat.

.~i
To 'have something stuck in the throat' to express anger is also used

in Arabie dialects especially in Morocco. Standard Arabie, however, lacks

the same structure; therefore, a literal translation such as '4....4 ~ ~ &-Je'

will make no sense as a figurative meaning. The only meaning that could be
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understood is that sorne crurnbs of food are struck in one' s throat. Ground is

the idiornatic way to render the SL metaphor into Arabie.

3- My rnother will have a cow when l tell her.

.\A ~I L.a~ ~I '." :"Ü"I

A literal translation as '\A ~I L.a~ 0 ~ ~I ~ ù~' would be

arnazing in Arabie, A quasi-sirnilar rnetaphor is used in Moroccan Arabie to

express anger in which 'cow' is replaced by 'horn'. The specifie rnetaphor,

here, is reduced to ground to convey the SL meaning.

4- My mother will have kittens when l tell her.

.\A ~I L.a~ ~I ,.),:.,-:i. '1

A literal translation as '\A~I ~ .hbSl\ ~I ~ ù~ would be funny.

5- Praise the ripe field, not the green corn.

Used for not being too confident too soon.

(Trad Eng Met: p 158).

A literal translation, here, would be acceptable and meaningful, but

.J..J-'I'Jt\the most expressive style in Arabie is the use of the ground '

, 1 •• ~.\ •. ~~

6- We must take the crop as it grows.

Used for: 'accept what we are given; our destiny'.

(Trad Eng Met: p 156).
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..l.......il\ L....a.il\ ~ -. i ~.J .Jç. ~u _

Here, the specifie metaphor is reduced to ground '.J.ill\ .J ç.L.....àil\'. It

is a religious term for 'destiny' which is a pillar of faith and a good believer

accepts his destiny as it is. To accept a crop as it grows as if to accept a

destiny. The use for a religious term, here, conveys effectively the SL

metaphor into Arabie.

7- Take a wooden nickel

Used for someone who is swindled.

( Trad Eng Met: p 166)

ln view of the fact that, 'a wooden nickel' means 'to swindle' someone,

'Jt.h\, appears to be the most convenient to convey this meaning. A literal

translation as '~ ~ hi' would be meaningless in Arabie.

8- She knows how to keep her hand on her half penny.

Used for a chaste woman.

(Trad Eng Met: p 166).

A literal translation as '4Jl:!.J ~ ulc 1.A..l;! ~ ~ Ù..)-__~3 would

not render the meaning of a chaste woman. To make the translation

more communicative, the English metaphor should be reduced to sense

as '~' or 'oyolb' or 0.J~j and so forth.
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9- Keep your weather-eye open.

Used especially for cautions, vigilant for trouble and alert to the

possibility of a change for the worse.

(Trad Eng Met: p 170).

The specifie metaphor here is reduced to sense '\.Jh Lfi' since ' t.;:c ~I

~fo ~I' is meaningless in Arabie.

10- A window of opportunity.

A literal translation of the English metaphor 'Window of opportunity' ,

~.)JI oj,gU' is meaningless. A 'window' is commonly used in Arabie for the

context of hope 'J.al oj,gu'. Here, the English metaphor is reduced to sense by

transferring the noun 'window' to a verb ',~) ..../,1, which means to give a

chance or opportunity.

11- He leaves me high and dry.

A literal translation as '~':II ~ 1..9~~y' is meaningless in Arabie.

To express the meaning of a difficult situation, the English metaphor should

be reduced to sense as '4-1';.;; AJh ~ ~Y'. The word '';.;;' here, is

derived from 'ç.êj.;--ll' which i~ an 'elegiac poetry' in which a poet writes in a

wistful and moumful way about someone. The notion of 'high' '~' for a

difficult situation mentioned in the English metaphor exists in Arabie but

without 'dry'. For instance, in the Holy Qur'an, wh en God says: '
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She is neither married nor divorced. She is 'high' 'A 0\' JI.S'. ln Moroccan

U l~ ~.-~,..J,,l..41l~ l,I~ ",t l,"~i"'i ~,"

" .ulu1lk t.,)~ ~l
'You are never able to be fair and just as between women, even if it is your

ardent desire. But tum not away (from a women altogether, so as to leave

her (as it were) hanging (in the air)'. (The Holy Qur'an: 129 ~ï ç.WI) The

word 'A 0\' JI.S' is used for a woman in an undecided period of her marriage.

culture, the word '~' is also used for a critical situation not especiaUy for

the context of money as it is in English metaphor but in aU kind of

difficulties.
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D- Converting the specifie SL metaphor into a simile.

Shakespeare:

1- ... beauty is a witch.

Against whose channs faith melteth into blood.

Much Ado About Nothing, act 2, scene 1, line 188.

,ô ~L.J\.S J4J\

. y1S.1\ ~ ù~ '1\ c? ,-.-9.., O~) A.....WW

This Shakespearean image is a perfect example illustrating a specifie

metaphor. The poet compares beauty to a witch with such a bewitching

force that even faith cannot resist it; and integrity melts into desire. To

render this image into Arabie, sorne cultural and linguistic changes should

be made. Converting the English metaphor 'beauty is a witch' into a simile

with the partic1e ,~, ''ô~L...J\.S. J~I' sounds more expressive. For sorne

cultural reason, the word 'blood' is translated by 'heart'. ln the

Shakespearean metaphor, the charms of beauty affect everything inc1uding

the 'faith' which is a symbol of resistance. Beauty makes faith melt into

blood. A translation such as 'r-.ll\ ~ ù~'1\ ~SJ' would be strange in the TC.

To adjust the English style to the Arabie one, 'faith' should be linked to

'heart'. Moreover, the Arabie word used usually to describe the weakness of

faith in the heart is '~'. For this reason, 'melteth' is rep1aced by another

TL vehic1e '~', 'against' is also replaced by '~' to show that even 'faith'

which is a symbol of moral prudence cannot resist beauty. Through these

modifications, the AT can keep a balance between the meaning of SL and

an Arabie poetry style.
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2- These words are razors to my wounded heart.

Titus Andronicus, act 1, scene 1, line 314 .

.~y:J1 ~ ~ ~jt.:u.J1w~ w~1 o~

As I have illustrated before in section (2-1) example 4, Arabie

common words for harm are swords or arrows. To achieve a dynamie

equivalence, the English metaphor is converted into a simile and the word

'razor' c..s""".JA' is replaced by the well known Arabie vehic1e 'ùW-..' used

especially for emotional harm. To emphasise the effect of words on one

feeling, a premodifier 'üt.k.k' 'stubs' is added to illustrate that each ward is a

stab into the poet' s wounded heart.

Prose

1- Clean as wheat.

Said when a point in discussion is c1eared up. (Possibly from the

time when whit: white was pronounced 'wheat'.

(Trad Eng Meta: p 158).

.~1.Sù~

Generally, the SL metaphor reflects the meaning of c1eamess and

c1arity. A literal translation as '~\ ~ ~\j or '<..f.o.HY\S. w~, is

meaningless in the TL whatsoever the meaning of 'wheat' either 'crop' or

'white' are. ln Arabie culture, 'milk' '~', has the connotations of both

moral and material c1arity. For instance, '~~\' 'Eloquence' is derived

from 'ù,lll\ ~' which means to remove the foam of the milk. A translation

by simile '~1.S ù~, with the replacement of 'wheat' by t~' adapts the

English metaphor to the Arabie style.
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2- His mill will go with all winds.

Used for a person who changes frequently his loyalty. ln el7 smock

windmills were built with a revolving cap which tumed into the wind by

the operation of a wind-controlled fantail behind the sails. Before that,

sorne millers could turn the whole body oftheir mill by pushing a long tail-

pole, usually, supported by a cart-wheel on the end.

(Trad Eng Met: p 161).

ln Arabie culture, an hypocritical person is frequently compared to a

chameleon which has the ability to change colour. Translation by simile

sounds more communicative than a literal translation such as '

3-Seek for stubble in a fallow field.

Used for someone who searches for something where he can not find it.

(Trad Eng Met: p 156).

.yI y.JI yl.J.J ùl..J:Jts ~

A literal translation as ' .,;p ) ~ljO ~) ..; 4..o1~ ,y ~

4.c .J.JjA' would be more colloquial. To describe a person looking for

something in the wrong place, or galloping behind illusion, Arabie culture

uses the structure simile 'yly.J1 yl.J.J ùl..J:Jts ~'. Here, a misled person

is compared to a thirsty person wandering in a desert in a sweltering mid-

day or galloping behind a mirage. He is as a person looking for stubble in a

follow field. The AT by simile provided above sounds more idiomatic than

literal one and conveys the same meaning in an eloquent form.
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4- She was happy as a pig in slop.

.~I 0) lAS 0).J

ln Arabie culture, the 'pig' has negative connotations; it is an insult

to compare someone to a pig. It is a perfect example of specifie metaphor

that cannot in any way be translated as it is in the SL. ln contrast, Arabie

culture uses a foal for a happy girl, especially when she is blooming with

youth as in the verse of Abuu Firaas:

Chaste girl, by her youth excited,

Prancing as a foal does.

To create a dynamic equivalent to 'she was as happy as a pig in

slop', this metaphor should completely be changed by replacing 'pig' with

'foal'. l he use of simile as a technique of translation here sounds here more

expressive in the TL.
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E- Converting a SL specifie metaphor into a TL metaphor.

The conversion of a SL specifie metaphor into a TL one is

important in terms of distinction between common and s-v-cific metaphor.

It was clear from the first section devoted to common metaphor that only

four techniques out of five are used to translate the SL metaphor into a the

TL. These techniques are: translation by the same vehicle, by different

vehicle, by simile, or by reducing the SL metaphor to sense/ground. ln

specifie metaphor, however, translation by a TC specifie metaphor is the

only distinctive technique differentiating common from specifie

metaphors.

Specifie metaphor, especially when translated by means of

metaphor, imposes a challenge in the translation process. Translation by

metaphor is the last resort used to sort out this challenge. The four previous

techniques are unable to bridge the gap between the SC and the TC.

Translation by metaphor means that there is a clear eut between the SC and

the TC. The root of this gap is the absence of a full correspondent. This is

due to the fact that each culture has its local colour in terms of language

structure, behaviour, thought, and so forth. This cultural specificity -in

which obviously specifie metaphor is a part of it - should be considered as

a source of enrichment of the TL not a point of conflict. Through specifie

metaphor, the reader discovers that each culture has its own way of

expression. ln the process of translation by metaphor, the image of the SL

metaphor becomes the focus point which needs to be reproduced by

another local image more appropriate to the TC. Any attempt transplanting

the image of the SL metaphor into the TL would appear alien. ln this kind
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of metaphor, the TL language should dominate the SL so as to create a

dynamic equivalence. Domination, here, me ans that the English metaphor

should be arabized to create a reader's response.

Shakespeare

Friends, Romans, countrymen, lend me your ear.

Julius Caesar, act 3, scene 2, line 80.

The specifie metaphor 'lend me your ear' is translated by the TL

metaphor '~l,ü.il ~.J~l'. A literal translation as '..lli~l~yl' is not used in

Arabie. To draw someone's attention, the English style uses 'to lend an

ear'; however, the Arabie style uses 'to lend attention'. The interjection'

4:l1' and 'y' is repeated to avoid ambiguity in which \:;\..4-,)1' and '.li,J1 ç.~l'

may appears as post modifiers to 'ç.\.h.....,,~I' which is not the case in the

original meaning.

Prose
1- One is as deep in the mud as the other in the mire.

Said to pers on who is as bad as another.

(Trad Eng Met: p 174).

The idiomatic way to translate the English metaphor in which two

persons are both in a bad situation and no one can help the other is by the

TL metaphor '0.1fo. 0.1.J-ë~I'. Here, the metaphor describes two drowning

persons and neither of them can help the other.
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2- Try shaking another oak.

Said to a beggar recommending him to try elsewhere.

(Trad Eng Met: p 176).

Here, in AT, the door is used instead of oak tree. A literal translation

as 't..S y..Î .b~ ô~ ~ (,)Î JJL-::..' is alien to the Arabie context; whereas '

yi~'J'I êJ 4?- cJ...;--b' is a widely used expression to mean that one should

multiply attempts.

3- To feellike a penny waiting for a chance.

Used for humiliation.

(Trad Eng Met: p 166).

To express the meaning of humiliation and abasement, the Arabie style

uses a camel affected by camel pox. The sick camel is always humiliated

and rejected by the others in a herd. A literal translation such as ' Jt:.fi .M
\..l;..::., ~' would have no sense in Arabie.

4- Let him stew in his own juice.

Used to leave someone suffered the sequences of his own fully

action.

(Trad Eng Met: p 350).

A literal translation such as 'Aj..JA ~ ~ <L...c.::J' is meaningless in

Arabie. To render the image in which one should bear the consequences of
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his act, Arabie culture uses the image of hanging a sheep from its leg after

being slaughtered. Here, the specifie SL metaphor is translated by a TL

metaphor.

5- He hammered the point home.

.u~1 ~ Uilill ~J

The SL specifie metaphor is used in the context to make certain that

something is understood by expressing it clearly and strongly. Here, the

idiomatic translation is 'u..;--::JI ~ 4.biLJI ~ j. The origin of this

metaphor is that the distinction between sorne Arabie letters as 'é '( 'c'
cannot be clear without detennining whether the dot is beneath or above. ln

some other letters, it is the number of dots which is the distinctive feature as

'~ ,,~'. The metaphorical sense of ,u..rJI ~ :i....biiJI~j is clarity and

precisron.

6- To takelborrow a leaf of someone's book.

.o\..b. ~ ~ ùi

The SL specifie metaphor is used for someone who borrows

someone's behaviour. A literal translation as '~t& ÙA 4j.JJ .J~I' cannot

convey the English metaphorical meaning. The first meaning that cornes to

mind from the literal translation is that someone has borrowed a real leaf

from one's book. Arabie language, however, uses 'o~' 'step' to follow

someone's behaviour. The original meaning of the Arabie metaphor is to

follow someone's footsteps to locate him.
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eep from its leg after

s translated by a TL
7- He went away with his tail between his legs.

Used for an unhappy and defeated person when he loses

something.

one who borrows

UJ .J~l' cannot

ming that comes to

nrowed a real leaf

~' 'step' to follow

oie metaphor is to

.~~~.J

This is a well-known Arabie metaphor used in the context of defeat and

dead loss. The root of this metaphor is a person called ~ who was a

shoemaker. Once, a miser went to the market for shopping. While he was

shopping, a pair of shoes pleased him; then, he asked the shoemaker

Hunayn, 'What is a beautiful pair of shoes! How much does they cost? The

priee was expensive for him. After haggling over the priee, the miser

decided to leave the pair of shoes, then he went away. The shoemaker knew

the way the miser went. He took the pair of shoes and put each one far from

the other on the miser's way. On his retum, the miser saw on the road one

shoe and got down from his camel and said: 'This shoe is like Hunayn's, but

what sha1l 1 do with one only?' Then he threw it away and rode his camel

and went away. Far from the first shoe, he saw the second one, then he said

'What a dead loss! It is the second of Hunayn' s shoe. If! took the first one, 1

would have a pair of shoes free.' Then he added: '1 will tie my camel to that

tree, and 1 will go back to get the first one'. While he was speaking aloud

about what he was going to do, the shoemaker was behind a tree watching

him attentively, shaking his head. When the miser went back to get the

second shoe, Hunayn took his camel and vanished. The miser was so happy;

now, that he had a free pair of shoes. Arriving to the place where he had tied

his came l, he discovered that the camel had been stolen. He realized that he

had been tricked. He finished his way walking. Arriving home, his wife

iyJl~~lpJ

t ta make certain that

strongly. Here, the

'. The origin of this

letters as 't 'e 'c'
beneath or above. ln

distinctive feature as

~j is c1arity and
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asked him, 'Where is the camel and all the goods that you have bought from

the market?' The miser answered, '1 came back only with Hunayn's shoes'.

This is the origin of '~ ~ ~.) which illustrates that sorne one

is defeated and loses everything. A literal translation such as ' ~l,jj4 I~.J

~) ~'would be meaningless.

8- Trim your sails to the wind.

Used for adapting to changing circumstances.

The meanmg understood from the English metaphor is to adapt

oneself to any change in circumstance. ln other words, one should not swim

against the CUITent.Arabie metaphor '~ ~ 'i ..J ~ ~l; ~ 'i' 'do

not be rigid enough to break nor soft enough to get squeezed' expresses the

same meaning as the English metaphor 'trim your sails to wind'. AliteraI

translation as '<::-:1)1 ~ &.1y:;, ~..J' would not convey the English metaphor

meanmg.

9- Cold soup warms quickly.

Used to express the fact that lover's quarrels are soon resolved .

.ôy.'lL ~~6

A literal translation such as 'Â..c~ ts9~ ..).J411 ç. ~I' would not reflect

the underlying English meaning that a superficial quarrel does not last long.

The Arabie translation by metaphor '0y.'lL ~ ~b......'conveys the same

English metaphor meaning. ln Arabie, '0y.'lL ~ ~b......'is widely used to
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ouhave bought from

h Hunayn's shoes'.
express that what happens is not a real quarrel but only a misunderstanding

disappearing in a short time. The origin of the Arabie metaphor is that the

rain of summer lasts a while and has no effect on agriculture in comparison

with the rain of winter. From this perspective, it is said for any superficial

thing it is a 'passing summer cloud"

strates that sorne one

ch as' ~lj,~~ I~.)

10- You do not boil the cabbage twice in the same water.

Used as a retort wh en asked to repeat something.

(Trad Eng Met: p 351).

xaphor is to adapt

ne should not swim

& ~y tfo 'X, 'do
The Arabie metaphor is widely used for the context where something

can never be done twice in the same way. A literal translation as ' ~ 'i ~l
~jA ~l.4J1u-J.j c) I.:Ûfill' would lack the common usage which is important in

understanding the metaphorical meaning.

:ezed' expresses the

to wind'. A Iiteral

e English metaphor
11- Sow with the hand and not with the whole sack.

Used for being generous, but not wastefully extravagant.

(Trad Eng Met: p 155).

(l)~ t.,I. ~ ~l Jk ~ ~, ~ ~~ 1l,lù ...:..b.•:t ~ ~ ,)

.(29:~\..r"~\)

'Make not thy hand tied (like a niggard's) to thy neck, nor stretch it

forth to its utrnost reach, so that thou become blame worthy and destitute.

'(Al Israa': 29).

on resolved.

,would not reflect

ioes not last long.

.onveys the same

is widely used to
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The advice given in the English metaphor is to keep an eye on your

wealth. The Arabie metaphor used in the Holy Qur'an advises human being

not to be lavish enough to make themselves destitute and incur the just

censure of wise men, nor is it become them to keep our resources from the

just needs of those who have a right to our help. But we must keep a just

measure between our capacity and other people's needs. A literal translation

as '.!.I..l.:-! t.)j\) ,.us" ~4 t.)jJ ~' would not convey the metaphorical

meanmg.

12- The weeds outgrow the corn.

Where the worse prevails, the bad outnumbers the good.

(Trad Eng Met: p 158).

The idea, here, in the English metaphor is that the mixture between

two opposite things leads to undesirable consequences. A literal translation

such as '~\ JÎ ~\ ..>P-;~\' is meaningless in Arabie, The idiomatic

translation to render the English metaphor meaning is by the Arabie

metaphor 'J.:i~ J.:iW\ ~\'. Here, the image is the mixture between 'J.:iW\'

'hunter' and 'J.:iI..U\''archer' in a field battle. Normally, the hunter should be in

the forest and the hunter in a field battle.

13- Pay him in his own coin.

Used for: treat him as he treats others.

(Trad Eng Met: p 93).
o ~ l...a t L...:J\ 4J JlS

0l.,!-fl~.Îl lAS
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A literal translation

abic. The idiomatic

, is by the Arabic

.ture between 'J:iWI'

hunter should be in

The English metaphor meaning is that one should be treated as he

treats the other. The same meaning is expressed in the Arabie metaphor but

differently. ln Arabie, the ward 'debt' is used \jlJ:i 0:!J:i W' instead of 'money'

or 'coin'. The use of the debt here is that one should treat as he wants ta be

treated. 'ûlJ:i 0:!J:i lAS' is a widespread Arabie usage expressing that all what

you do, evil or good, will be done ta you. '~~ t~1 ~ JlS' is another

metaphor used in this respect for 'ta pay back someone twice'. The 't~' is a

measure of weight used for crops. The metaphorical meaning here is that for

whatever you do, evil or good, you will be twice pa id back. Bath Arabie

metaphors are used in religious speech ta remind believers that they will be

judge for every single act they committed and then every one will be paid by

his own coin.

14- ln vain does the mill clack if the miller is deaf.

Used for an unresponsive husband.

(Trad Eng Met: p 163).

The English metaphor is used for the meaning of careless,

irresponsible and reckless. Arabie, however, uses '',?.:lL:û lJ....l é~ Y' ta

describe the same English metaphor meaning. Here, a careless persan is

compared ta a live one.

15- The mill can not grind with water that' s passed.

Used for the past cannat serve the present; don't miss chances, or

lament them when missed.

(Trad Eng Met: p 161).
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The Arabie metaphor '~l..~l!{)A' is commonly used in the context that

past is past. The word '~l..''die' is used to emphasis that there is no hope for

another chance. A literal translation for the English metaphor as ' ti~1.l2lI

lAj~1 ~.lll ~W4 ~ 'i ~WI' would convey the literal meaning rather than

the metaphorical meaning. Whereas in the AT by metaphor, the first

meaning that cornes to mind is the metaphorical one.
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used in the context that

that there is no hope for

metaphor as ' ~~~I

raI meaning rather than

by metaphor, the first

Section three

Applied metaphor translation in a literary text: example of
'The Old Man And The Sea' by Ernest Hemingway.

ln the previous sections, English metaphors are translated within the

sentence as the smallest unit. ln this section, our aim is to stretch our

metaphor translation from sentence level to text level. ln the meanwhile, it

is an opportunity to practice translation using different theoretical tools

which have been discussed in the first chapter. For this purpose, sorne

passages have been selected from Hemingway's novel, 'The Old Man And

The Sea'.

Generally, the literary text has been considered in translation theory

as the most challenging field. Metaphor translation represents one

challenging phenomenon among others. The strategy adopted in this

translation is to keep the flavour and the mood of the original text so as to

create a dynamic equivalence to that felt by the original reader. Many

stylistic deviees will be used so as to create an Arabie atmosphere within the

text. A translation of a literary work should sound poetic and should be read

not as a translation but as an original text.

Source text :

l-'He was an old man who fished alone in a skiff in the Gulf Stream

and he had gone eighty-four days now without taking a fish. ln the first forty

days, a boy had been with him. But after forty days without a fish the boy's

parents had told him that the oid man was now definitely and finally saIao,

which is the worst form of unlucky, and the boy had gone at their orders in

another boat which caught three good fish the first week. It made the boy
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sad to see the old man corne in each day with his skiff empty and he always

went down to help him carry either the coiled lines or the gaff and harpoon

and the sail that was furled around the mast. The sail was patched with flour

sacks and, furled, it looked like the flag of permanent defeat'. p: 1.

Target text :

~) ~ wya ~ .J 'r:? ùlfo. ~y ~ j~ I~.J ~ û\.S'

û\.S ,~}11 la~ ~_/11 ~ .ohl.J ~ .,l.J ~ ~ çJ la~ ÛyWJ

~ ûl û.Jj o~1 o~ y~1 ~.J .oyl ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~
'1 :1 .. '..') .. I~tS..;..,·~·\I <. . JiliJI 1 1 .. L~. 'y • 1 j~1 . ..;..,·~·\Iu. ~ ~ l..~ r..J-'-'l (..)A Y. ~ ~ c.? ~ (..)A l..-::-

ya '1 JiliJI Jll.al LA·~-u ..w1.J.J ÛA c.r...>J P ').J <Y ~.J J,.:;,19 ~I 1~

~ wl* w~ U)\j j~1 ~ ~.J .b~ ~ya ~J JUiI.J '"\!.J-:l1

c.?.J'G. r~ JS I~\.c. ~ LS..>J ûl JiliJI ~ ~ ~ û\.S.J .J.J'11 t~'J1

ùl.J ,~I ~.J.J ,J4:J1 ~ ~ ~I O..)c.L..,..JWlj ~~ ûtSj 'uà19..,.11

~.l.I1 <y~1 '-:-l~ ufo t}ya y..J tly::J1 I~ l.l:l ~.J ,A.:uL..J1J.?- tly:;J1

'.~tu.J1 ~~ rk- .uls

ln this passage, 'Gulf stream' is transliterated as '~..Jiu. ùl§.

Transliteration is a technique used in translation so as to keep the same

original ward sound with sorne modification required by the TL in case of

not sharing the same sounds.

ln 'the boy's parents had told him ... salao', the Arabie word '~' is

added since '~\' is specifie to express 'pessimism'. ln Arabie culture, if

someone gets out from his house and sees a raven in his way, he should
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iff empty and he always

or the gaff and harpoon

was patched with flour

defeat'.p: 1.

come back to his house. The 'raven' is a bad omen. '~I' is used here to

make the Arabie translation more expressive since old age in the novel is

also a symbol of failure. For this reason the boy's parents ordered their son

not to accompany the old man; otherwise, the boy would be a failure like the

old man.

.I~." ~ ùLS'

. ..Ai rl La~ ù~WJ

.~~y~
• (,?i j~1 ~ ~I

~." ~\j .,;..•.:·.11l'L~ ~

jA ~! J,9::wIJ '~J-:li

. ùts." .J}J'I t~~1

Ij ~~ ùlS9 ,~\j)1

'A..:.JLJ1 J..? t 1ytJl

. tu..JI~..*U çJc. 4..ils

The relative clause 'which is the worst form of unlucky' is translated

idiomatically by '~I.JJ ÙA <.r.J: »~,which is a common Arabie usage to

express the idea of 'unlucky' and 'failure' mentioned in the ST. AliteraI

translation would not harmonize with the whole body of the text and may

spoil the fluency of the Arabie style.

ln lin another boat which caught. .. ', a translation by addition is

adopted to create a smooth transition between '.l:!~ ~jA' and '.l\.b...al'.

Moreover, the word 'J,9j makes explicit that this boat is not a failure like

the old man's.

'It made the boy sad to see the old man' is translated by , ~ ~ ù\..S J

~ c...S~ ùi Ji1JI ~'; the word '~' is more poetic and expressive than '

ted as '(":!y...., ù.l."s'.

as to keep the same

by the TL in case of

ù~' and more appropriate in Arabie to describe the sadness that weighs on

the boy on seeing the old man coming with an empty skiff.

Arabie word '~' is

ln Arabie culture, if

his way, he should

A literal translation to 'his skiff empty' t)j Yj~' would be

colloquial and would not harmonize with the literary style. By contrast, the

English non-metaphorical structure 'empty skiff should be translated by an

Arabie metaphorical structure '~\j)1 '-?Jb' 'empty handed' which means to

come back after great effort without any result.
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Finally, the metaphor 'the sail was patched with flour sacks and, furled, it

looked like the flag of permanent defeat' is translated by' tl~1 I~ I~ J! .J

.~I~I ~~ çJc .uis. ,~~I (,).Il4SÎ yfo. U~~..)A ~ .J'. The core of

the specifie metaphor here is maintained by the same vehicle with sorne

structure modification required by the Arabie style. A phrase of

circumstance, '~~I (,).Il4S~ u~ ~..,,>--A .J---A .J' between the topic and the

vehicle makes the metaphor image more expressive and effective.

Source text:

2- 'The old man was thin and gaunt with deep wrinkles in the back of

his neck. The brown blotches of the benevolent skin cancer the sun brings

from its reflection on the tropic sea were on his cheeks. The blotches ran

well down the sides of his face and his hands had the deep-creased scars

from handling heavy fish on the cords. But none of these scars were fresh.

They were as old as erosions in a fishless desert'. p: 5.

Target text:
1•.. u.lJ l..c.S .~ ~W oW 1•.. u ~I.:ü J! ,)U",b. ~ ~ . \,s ,I..S"""". ~ ~. I..S"""" Y .J~..r ~ ~ u

...ro-:JIol:.a~ ~ ~I u~1&ù'J' w.ï\'s J! .J ,~I~ C.J.) ~I ~.J

~ ~.J .ili ,ol~ loi '~.J ~~ ~ C.J.;il1~ .J~I ~ yi ~I~'J'I

~ A..;yûll ~J!~J! 4JS w.ï\'s .ili ,~ CI...?' ~~ ~b~4 4JllJI J4:JI

ln this passage, sorne changes are made to maintain the literary style of

the text. The word 'uYl.:ü' 'scatter' is added since a literal translation such as

,~ ~ ~ ~ ~~' to 'with deep wrinkles in the back of his neck' is
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the literary style of

1translation such as

backof his neck' is

a low style smce it lS inexpressible in formal style. Beside that..

compensation by merging is adopted for 'back of his neck' '\.i9'.This latter is

more frequent and poetic than a literal translation.

The non-metaphorical structure 'on the tropic sea' is translated by a

metaphorical structure '~I~YI .HI o~~' with addition ofthe word'

ol:----o' 'water' since 'Â." 9 .d 'leaf'; 'flat surface' is commonly used with '~lA'

rather than '~'. A translation as '.HI ~, would appear heavy since the

word 0~ is essential in this context.

The English non-metaphorical structure 'and his hand had the deep-

creased scars from handling heavy fish' is translated by a metaphorical

structure '... ~I J~I 4+-Jc. '~A H'.) .L..i!'. The metaphor 'J4=JI ~j

conveys the same meaning in a poetic style since it is translated by

metaphor.

The specifie metaphor 'they were as old as erosions in a fishless desert' is

translated by the same TL vehicle. The only change made which makes AT

sound more fluent is omission of the simile partic1e 'as'. The latter is

compensated by '('w' for two reasons: First, '('w' shares a root with '~.l!'.

Second, it emphasise the sense that the scars are as old as erosions.

Source text:

3- 'Everything about him was old except his eyes and they were the same

colour as the sea and were cheerful and undefeated'. p: 5.
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Target text:

, . ~. • ,.,,"'iQ :-,.- .11 . _1(" \.:lj\..s ~ <\...Wc '::ll , . \.....:.j ~ ~ ç. :- 1(",
L»1A.J~ ~ u::-~ ~ Uy-> ~~ 'C:: ~ ~~.
This is a wonderful metaphor in which life and death coexist peacefully.

Everything in his body is old except his eyes which are the source of life.

The eyes here are compared to those of a cheerful and undefeated person.

The secret of the old man's powerfulness is the brightness of his eyes. This

common metaphor is also widely used in Arabie poetry; 'Ù~' in it are

described as a source of energy. The English common metaphor, here, is

translated by the same TL vehicle.

Source text:

4-' 'No', the old man said'. 'You're with a lucky boat. Staywith them". p: 6.

Target text:

The common SL metaphor 'lucky boat' is translated by the same TL

vehicle 'j;~ ~..)A'. 'Stay with', by contrast, is translated idiomatically

by 'WjÎ ~ ~I' since'~ ~I' is more colloquial.

Source text:

5- "Can you really remember that or did Ijust tell it to you? '

'1remember everything from when we first went together.

'The old man looked at him with his sunburned, confident, loving eyes.' p: 8.

Target text:

,~~ ~j ~ ~ ~ f"Î ,~j fiS1:J J I.b. Ok,.,t, ~

.~\ y~Î ,~ ~lAj ~\~ J) lJ.4 ç.~ JS .ftj:ji
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~ùjlb.~~

) LJ.4 ç. ~ JS .fijJj

Here, again the eyes denote a loving, confident person. The first

common metaphor 'confident eyes' is translated literally, whereas

compensation by splitting is applied to the second metaphor 'loving eye'. A

literal translation in which the pre-modifier adjective is kept as 'ù~ ù~'

would be heavy and abrupt in Arabie. The word 'ù /, "...s.a' 'overwhelmed' is

added to make the Arabie style more idiomatic.

Source text:

6- 'When the boy came back the old man was asleep in the chair and

the sun was down. The boy took the old army blanket off the bed and spread

it over the back of the chair and over the old man's shoulders. They were

strange shoulders, still powerful although very oId, and the neck was still

strong too and the creas es did not show so much wh en the oid man was

asleep and his head fallen forward. His shirt had been patched so many

times that it was like the sail and the patches were faded to many different

shades by the sun. The old man's head was very old though and with his

eyes closed there was no life in his face.' p: 13.

Target text:

~.;è ~ .J ~.ft ~ ~ &1 ~.J ,~'ll ~.J ~I ~.J la~.J'

~ .&1 ~ ~ ~ o~.JA ÙA ~~ l:1~ L!b..li;..lg ,~ r.J-Ï .}

,L ~ JI· )Ij 4..9..i.c.laI ,<G::.. . • . - ~ -,1 - - -- ~ ~I . - - - Üjl.S~.J9 -.>; ~ ~.J c...»l;l.J9 ~ . J- (J;1-l+.!J-

lu la~ ---~ la -I..c 1_·-1'il ,0 .r.c .lJ.c.\.::..:j . --·\1 A...Jc. ~ ~r ~ ~ u ->"" ~ • ~ ~ . u..,...,..... ~ .J.J

,°.»&11 ~y. ~.Jij tl~ ~~ ~ ,~lal 'rla'll ~) 4l.îl..a 4..•.J.J.J &1
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Lai,ù1..,liù4bi .)) .ul..,li ,~\17,)ü ~ ~l ~i ~J 'Ù,:wJl ~ ~

<1.- 'h~\~,~ .. La.llc ~ . > ";,,,,~,Il~b' "_l.I.~~l ~ "'.....!i
T':'"J ~ ~~ ~ ~ '-~ ..);J .~ .J

.''''-;!9o~ 'i wl~

This passage describes the old man as a dead-alive person. This image

confirms the previous one in which his eyes are the only expression of his

life and energy.

Only an idiomatic translation can maintain this vivid image in the TL.

Here, the 'sun was down' is translated by \.J::.~)'1 r.::..l!J' since this structure is

more poetic than a literal one on the grounds that it embeds the beautiful

image of the sunset. A translation by addition is applied for 'the old man was

asleep in the chair'. A literal translation as '(,f"""fill ~ WÜ ~I ~j would

appear as ordinary language; moreover, it will not harmonize with the whole

relaxing image depicted by the writer.

The common metaphor 'they were strange shoulders' is translated by

the same TL vehic1e. To make this sentence more effective rhythmically and

meaningfully, '~~ ~I.;è' is added to draw the reader's attention that not

only is the old man strange but his shoulders as well.

ln the same respect of translation by addition, the sentence' ÜA....I.J ~ J

"0..# "*"~ù~1 ~' is added to make the Arabie style more poetic and to

express that as time goes by, the years draw a map of wrinkles on the old

man's neck. Another metaphor is added 'ù~1 .t.:lic.,ili''effaced by time' to

show that both his sail and his shirt are discoloured.
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The cornrnon rnetaphor 'the patches were faded to many shades by the

sun' is translated as '01)i w~\ ~! <û1)i ~ ~ ~I ~i ~ j. Here,

compensation in kind and by splitting is applied. The colour which is

irnplicit in the SL becomes explicit in the TL; and the wcrd 'shade' is split

into '01)\ w~\'. Without this split, the translation of the word 'shades' would

be arnbiguous in Arabie,

7- Source text:

"You ought to go to bed now so that you will be fresh in the rnorning. I

will take the things back to the terrace'.

'Good night then, I will wake you in the rnorning'.

'You're my alarm c1ock'. The boy said.

'Age is rny alarm c1ock,' the old man said. p: 17-18.

Target text:

e:~\ ~ ~ l.;V,·,,~llù'i\ ,..sl",.,(:'<l ~l ~.ij ùl~ ~'l\ u-a ~
.A>Jb",lI ~ll.A~W '~\..;C'l\ Lai , .fi411

'e:~\ ~ ~..,L.., ,y~ ÜA.c

:~\ JIj'~\ ~~ ~l'
~ ..,:,\\'-l6.1 ' .ll U ~\ ~ ~ JI. A.=..~\'c...~ ., '-?'" ~ . ~ c.r ~

'Age is rny alarm c1ock' is a specifie rnetaphor in which oldness has

becorne

an alarm clock ringing at any time one wishes. The core of the SL

rnetaphor is retained in the TL by the sarne vehic1e. The AT of the

English rnetaphor sounds very original, effective and provides the

Arabie with a new image. ',-?.ll.., 1..:' is added to arabize a dialogue in
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which many words such as '',?.llJ ~' '~ ~' '~ ~' '~ ~' express a

close relationship between the two people.

8- Source text:

'He was asleep in a short time and he dreamed of Africa when he was

a boy and the long, golden beaches and the white beaches, so white they

hurt your eyes, and the high capes and the great brown mountains. He lived

along that coast now every night and in his dreams he heard the surf roar

and saw the native boats come riding through it. He smelled the tar and

oakum of the deck as he slept and smelled the smell of Africa that the land

breeze brought at moming'. p :18.

Target text:
_"'.1 ..... Î.:i.b. . ~ ~ ~ .'.1 ..;...·~·\I-I...~•..·I ~ "h..-.q ~;l1 .\,- .J c.,r ~ r""'" c..~r- ~ ~ J . ..,)A; (""'

,y~1 ~~I tsbly:;J1~ y4- c;J1~I r~Î ~u.a ~ (.5Î.) .~.)Î ~J
~ <L...:j\..\ ~':/I Â........b..J~ <:k. us '.J~':/I ~~ ~~ \..j~J ~~

~I ù\.S..J1ùl.b..;J1o~ ~ts .~L.;JI yl~1 J4;JIJ ,~yJl ùW::J1

(.5~J ,<:Iy':/I ~~ ~ ~lli, .~':/I .:i.b..J~ ~ JS ~I \..\.JJ..J:!c;J1

,~I J~IJ ùl..;---biJ14..:,j1.J~J .~ ~ ~ ~ J <:~)I y)~

.LW ,qÎ . ~ .,.. ~I _ ..~\I ~I .LI'I yI ·~···L.:i.b.)1 ~.~~~...r~ ~ ~ ~ ',? c..-:-- <: . J U;i-L' '"(t-'-'. ~J

It is more fluent and effective to start with a prepositional phrase of time

in its negative form such as '~ ~ ~ J ;lJ ..JA: ~ '. A literal translation

such as '~ ~ J ~ rU ' would be unidiomatic in Arabie. The

metaphorical structure '~I' 'to surrender' is added to show that the old

man was exhausted and in a short time fell asleep.
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The common SL metaphor 'golden beach' is translated by the same TL

vehicle '~.ill tsbly:JI'.The word 'beach' in 'white beach' is omitted and the

'word' 'white' is connected to 'golden'. This stylistic deviee called '~I'

serves to avoid repetition that may involve a heavy style as in this case.

The non-metaphorical structure 'so white they hurt your eyes' is translated

by ') •.•...o/'il ~ j~ liU J ~~'. The adjective 'white' is split into two

Arabie adjectives 'liU J ~~'. This procedure is essential to emphasise

the impact of the whiteness on the eyes. The Arabie metaphor ' ~~ j~

) ..•.a./'il' is inspired from the holy Qur'an in which Allah says: ' 4..9..>:' l.i.....Jj~

)L-~"i~ ~~' 'the vivid flash ofhis lightning well-nigh blinds the sight'

(ALNnnour: 43). The Qur'anic verse relates how blinding flashes come

from thunderous clouds! This is to make clear that the hand of God is

everywhere. The ground shared between the ST non-metaphorical structure

and Arabie metaphor is the brightness, which hurts the eyes. The Arabie

metaphor renders the same meaning as the ST more emphatically.

The English metaphor 'the surf roar' is translated by a metaphorical

structure 'e I..JA"il ..>-:!~'since '.J:1~' is frequently used to describe the sound

made by a wave. The 'surf roar' is also translated by omission of the relative

clause '~I tsbL;.~ ~ ~I' which explains the English verb 'roar'.

Its appearance would make the style very heavy.

The common metaphor 'the native boats come riding through it' is

translated by the same TL vehicle 'lg.:l~ ~ ~J e~jll ~)~ lS.J:1I

The word 'riding' here is translated by its correspondent. The word 'o~'
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'horseback' is added since the verb 'I.,? b~,~', in a metaphorical structure,

collocates with 'o~'.

9- Source text:

'He no longer dreamed of storms, nor of women, nor of great

occurrences, nor of great fish, nor fights, nor contests of strength, nor of his

wife. He only dreamed of places now and of the lions on the beach. They

played likeyoung cats in the dusk and he loved them as he loved the boy'. p: 19.

Target text:

'f'~1 wlhYIJ ,~WIJ ,ù...-IyJ~ ~I ~ ~ ~ w!J Y" ~,

ù~~ ..hi9 ~ ù\.S '~JY. c..ib- ~ ~ J.: 'YJyJIJ o~1 ~bYI-,

..:..·~·\I. \.S.'-l ..:.11w! 1.~.._ I~ .~ ..b..bill~ Uj\.S .1..â . b ~·'I.:l YIc..~ U . J..?'-' J ~ l..,? • ~ U.J r..,?' .Y-" -'

. '~I ~ LoS J~YI ~ ~

The Arabie translation is started with ' ~ J ...>-- .:l-...il' since a literal

translation such as ' ... ~ ~I ~ r--3 'Would be abrupt. 'J.:' is added to

show that even his wife is out of his dream.

ln the simile structure 'lions play like cats', the same structure is kept

with the substitution of the verb 'play' with 'ù.)_::J'. The latter sounds more

poetic in Arabie than 'ya.lJ'.

lO-Source text:

'The door of the house where the boy lived was unlocked and he

opened it and walked in quietly with his bare feet. The boy was asleep on a

cot in the first room and the old man could see him clearly with the light

that came in from the dying moon. He took hold of one foot gently and held
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etaphorical structure,

omen, nor of great

~fstrength, nor of his

lon the beach. They

titheboy'. p: 19.

~ W9J JA ..li\'

JIJ 0..».&11 ~~YIJ

~ û.Jb ~I JJ-'-'lYIJ

~ JW't1 ~ <....J.:u. . ~

1 .Lil' since aliterai

rupt. 'Ji is added to

me structure is kept

: latter sounds more

; unlocked and he

oy was asleep on a

:arlywith the light

lot gently and held

it until the boy woke and tumed and looked at him. The old man nodded and

the boy took his trousers from the chair by the bed and, sitting on the bed,

pulled them on'. p: 19-20.

Target text:
~J9 H•....Jllll ..;....~.II:oU! ,~ . _"\1.:.11 ~ jjl J .....11~w .1.5.'. . l..--::- 1....- .JA JP ("""- ~ '-? ~ .. (j

..li\ '~JYI ~yJI ~~) ~ Wu pwl 01.5. .ç.JjAJ ~ ~ ù:.a..li\1~6.

..;..•.~.II~i. .~ jjl ~llli .. ;;11ç. . W'b~""A 4..:J.J' . ..;.. •.~.II '.<: .~.l..--::- ~ '-? . Y"""' ~ ~.."...-- ~J.J (j"I l..--::- (J-"""-'

..,wl ~ ..;....~.IIla t.! ,<\..JI.I:.~ _"\1.:.11 WiJI .~I ~ _"\1.:.11 ~ .b.W~. ~~ l..--::- J ~. ~ J (""- ~ ~ ("""- c.r (.$ ••

.' A..;Îl.J:! .J:!yJI ~ ~ ,~fill li"! Ù"l 4..l1J.Y-'l pwl i:-.i

Compensation by splitting the adverb 'quietly' into 'ç. J.l......A J ,"A •..•••'

sounds more poetic in Arabie than '<.JA . d or 'ç.JjA'. The common English

metaphor 'dying' in 'the light that come in from the dying moon', is

translated by another vehicIe'~ ,-?jjl W!WI ~I ç.~ 4'g~' '"",'.A

translation as '~~ ,-?jjl ~I' or 'u.JA;1 ,-?jjl ~I' would spoil the source

image in the target reader's eye. In the Arabie metaphor, the moon is

compared to a dying person. '~I' describes the same English meaning of

'dying'. This metaphor is also backed by 'W!l::..'which contributes to render

the source image in which only a thin light cornes into the boy's room.

Il-Source text:

'In the dark the old men could feel the moming coming and as he

rowed he heard the trembling sound as flying fish left the water and the

hissing that their stiff set wings made as they soared away in the darkness.

He was very fond of flying fish, as they were his principal friends on the
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ocean. He was sorry for the birds, especially the small delicate dark tems

that were always flying and looking almost never finding, and he thought,

'The birds have a harder life than we do except for the robber birds and the

heavy strong ones. Why did they make birds so delicate and fine as those

sea swallows when the ocean can be so cruel? She is kind and very

beautiful. But she can be so cruel and it cornes so suddenly and such bird

that fly, dipping and hunting, with their small sad voices are made too

delicately for the sea'. p: 22-23.

Target text:

~ 'Ù~ ~ ~.J ,~I 4j1~J &1 ~ lJ-"AI.l!1~I ~j

~ ~ ~I ~~I ~i ~.J ,ç. WI 0.a y,t.b:l..JI&....JI y..)M wl ~i

~~ ~t.S ~ ,ç.WI 0.a oy,t.b:l..J1~b;/I ~jy' 1....o~ &1 ùt.S .~I

~ ~.J '.J~I ~ 1fo ~~ ùt.S.J •.HI ~ y:.. ~ ~lSll 4..J-l:...J

,~..) ùC ~ ~I ~ I~ Jlj;/ lfJI o~1 ~1.l!1 ~yJI .J~

. ~~i·uI o~ '1' :)ü\j J.a~ .;,.,,~.ll 1 .A..J w~ 1....o..l.=..J LJ3 ·.cl(...lA ~.J~ ~ U, ~ L~ C.J.J. . (j..>..l.J

-:.\.: A..1',h. ~ .,uI o~ wil.::.. \.~W.4...J::II ..uI 1.q ç.ltû.....L'\.1jL.:,.~.J ~J"" ~ .J~ ~-"""' .J~.J..)M ~ . ~

.J~I o~ ùJ .~I c-..J ~ ~\j ù~ ~ LJSJ.J'~ -uJ~~.J ~\j ~I

.'~lSll .- .11o~ ~ ·i· ~i ~ '.-111·~·1 L A..1·.. 11~ ~ ~ U (...lA t-'.J ~..r"""' ~ ~. ~.ft-'

Here, in this passage, 'Dark' is split into '(.)'I---AIJ ~' which is the

frequent forrn used in Arabie to express darkness.

The cornrnon metaphor 'the moming corning' is translated by another

TL vehic1e '~I 4j1~J'. A literal translation such as '~I ç.t.;..' would be

unidiomatic in this context. The 'darkness' again is split into '~I ~'.
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Translation by splitting sounds more poetic than a literal one such as '~I'

since it gives a strong image of darkness. The word 'friends' is transIated by ,

~~', this latter is more expressive than '~19.l....aÎ'to describe a very close

relationship; especially in the case of the oId man who is alone in his life.

'Birds were always flying and looking and almost never finding' IS

translated' wWJ la ~ wg tfil.J~..) ,y ~ ~I ~ I~ J\.J '1 .;JI

~'. A literal translation wou Id convey the ST meaning but without the old

man's emotion towards these poor birds. Here, an idiomatic translation

works to translate both the denotative and the connotative meaning. For this

purpose, a verbal phrase 'I~ J\.J 'j' is added to illustrate that these birds do

the utmost effort to get their food but unfortunately, the sea is to cruel for

them. The two implicit objects for both the verbs 'looking', and 'finding'

becomes explicit in the TT successively '~..)' 'prey' and '~ W~ ~'

'something that helps to survive'. A translation lacking these two objects

would be incomplete in Arabie and would create a gab at the level of

meanmg.

')Ü19 J,.a~~I CI.J.J' is added to create a novel style in AT and to

show that the old man is not a simple fisherman but is a sensitive person too.

The word 'suddenly' is translated by a metaphorical structure' e---JS

~I' 'in the twinkling of an eye' which is the most frequent usage in

Arabie to express the speed of events. Finally, the common metaphor 'sad

voice' is translated by the same TL vehicle .
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t2-Source text:

He was rowing steadily and it was no effort for him since he kept well

within his speed and the surface of the ocean was flat except for the

occasional swirls of the current. He was letting the current do a third of the

work and as it started to be light he saw he was already further out than he

had hoped to be at this hour.' p: 23.

Target text:

~.Jw ~ Y-'l ~ ~thl ~ '-:?~~ ,:fi.: rl ,oJy ~ w~ CI.) ~'

~~ ~I wLaIJ.ll1~ ÙA 'il ~JtA w.its Ji! ~WI ~ Lai .~~I ~

.u.~1 ~ ~ CJts .)\JJI CJÎ ,~I ~ ~ ÙA J .r...Sy;..Î ~l ~ ÙA .)L;JI

,'.\(\~ 1.••.'" _ •. -II i.lJ . '" - '1 ~ .u1:. J'~'I laY1 '1 La~ ..w ~J .ili~ c.r-:--: c:-- . ~ ~ ~ J (" ($. . L-

'~L..JI o~ ~ ~ ~~ ,:fi.: r-ll..bl~i ~ oUi~

ln this passage, the non-metaphorical English structure 'the surface of

the ocean was flat' is translated by a metaphorical structure ' ~WI ~ Lai

~JtA w.its ~'. This translation by metaphor sounds more effective than a

literal translation ,\." b ',,4 bJ ..•.JI ~ CJLS J'. The word ,~, 'leaf';

'surface' is commonly used with water especially in a stream river or sea.

The clause '~I ~ ~ Lr- J' is added to draw the reader's

attention that for the first time 'luck' will appear in the unlucky life of the

old man.

Compensation in kind is applied for the translation of 'it starts to be

light' by making the implicit 'moming' explicit in the TT'~ ~I i~'.
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Without this compensation, a literal translation such as 'ç.~ i~'would fail

to capture the sense of the ST.

13- Source text:

'But, he thought, l keep them with precision. Only l have no luck any

more. But who knows? Maybe today. Every day is a new day. It is better to

be lucky. But l would rather be exact. Then when luck cornes you are ready'.

p: 25.
u~ cl.)~'

~! .~.l;Ül1 c)

.i '1lli· L::JIcS. _ u.a.)_

Il ~J9.lu . •.1..$'. • ë9~ .lA!

I~i t.h9-ui~

Target text:

JS .~l:ü.a~.lJ'~ i "l!, Lil LAI :)ljl9 4..u&ii~h.J ..;..•.~.\\ \ ', . c..r. c..,ro .) c.r. , '---::- C.)J

'("~\ IJQ~ L,,-,sL~.) ~r..j.)~ ù.o USJ J ,~ ~.k:J\ (.) ,y'i\ ~ LA

ùi ~ USJJ 'ùfo '1 ùi ù.o IJQ~ ùfo ùi ...>P-J ,~~ e~ .JA ("~ JS.!

. '.lj ~Î.:l.a ~~ J.k:J\ ç.4- \~J ~ I.i!.l.o ùfil

e'ç.W\~LAI The word 'precision' is split into '~I...:ü.a ~~'. The addition of the post

modifier '~l:ü.a' is required for two reasons: firstly, the old man wasxe effective than a

ward '~, 'leaf':, described in the novel as an experimented fisherman who knew the smallest

details about fishing. Secondly, stylistically, the noun 'L..9~'is always

compounded with the postmodifier '~I...:ü.a'. A translation without this

postmodifier would sound incomplete in Arabie.

am river or sea.

1 draw the reader's

mlucky life of the

n of 'it starts to be

The common metaphor '1 have no luck' is translated by another TL

vehic1e'~ ~ ~\'. A translation bythe same vehic1e. 'ob r..j~ ~'

would be more colloquial.}.u:~1 i~'.
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ln 'it is better to be lucky' a translation by addition is adopted to create

parallelism in the Arabie structure 'ùfo 'i ùi (.)4 lb~ ùfo ùi ~', the

Arabie style sounds more balanced by this addition 'ùfo 'i ùi (.)4'.

The common metaphor 'when luck cornes you are ready' is translated by

the same TL vehicle. 'Aj ~~ ~~.J ,...l:u..l\ ç.4 \jJ ~'. 'Ready', here, is

translated by '~~' which is to be more attentive than 'to be ready'. The

reason for this choice is that luck may come only once especially in the case

of the old man who is an unlucky person. The translation of 'ready' by ,

~~' is more appropriate to the TT than a literal translation as '~\~'.

The analyzed data in this chapter reveals that five techniques are used

to translate English metaphor into Arabie language. These techniques are:

a- Replacing the SL metaphor by the same or a similar vehicle in

the TL.

b- Replacing the SL metaphor by a different vehicle in the TL.

c- Converting the SL metaphor into a simile in the TL.

d- Reducing the SL metaphor into ground/sense.

e- Converting the SL metaphor into a metaphor in the TL.

These are the five techniques revealed by our data. ln terms of

distinction between common and cultural metaphor, based on this data, it

seems that the decisive scale distinguishing common metaphor from cultural

metaphor is translation by metaphor.

ln the data of common metaphor, 1 have not come across an example

translated by metaphor. This conclusion confirms and enforces the

hypotheses proposed in the introduction of this chapter that metaphor should
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is adopted to create

üfo ül~', the

- ~ ·1 . ,U l.)-Q.

be classified from a translational point of view. Translation by metaphor as

a technique reveals that sorne specifie metaphors are purely cultural and the

only means for their translation is via their cultural correspondences.

n the TL.

It is noticed also from this analysis that there are two levels of

specifie metaphors. ln the first level of specifie metaphor, the culture and

the language as two major metaphor components harmonize, this allows for

a smooth transition between the ST and the TT. This kind of specifie

metaphor enriches the TC. Through it, new images and structures find their

way to the TL. The second level, however, is purely cultural. Culture, in this

level, stands as an obstacle to render the SL specifie metaphor as it is. Here,

a translation by a TL specifie metaphor is adopted to find out a cultural

correspondence to clarify the SL metaphor meaning to the target reader.

Any translation trying to keep the same ingredients of the SL metaphor

would be unsuccessful and make the translation alien to the target reader

and ultimately it may interrupt the communicative process.

"R d' h .~. ea y, ere, 1S

'to be ready'. The

pecially in the case

echniques are used

etechniques are:

nilar vehicle in

TL.

This analysis also sheds light on the issue mentioned in the first

chapter regarding whether metaphor can be replaced or reproduced? It is

clear from this analysis that common metaphor has a tendency to be

replaced either by the same or different vehicles or by a simile or by sense.

ln contrast, in specifie metaphor, it seems that one part is required to be

replaced as in the common metaphor. The other part, however, needs to be

reproduced in the target language colour; any other method would mislead

the target reader and eut the thread of communication.

data. ln terms of

ed on this data, it

phorfrom cultural

tcross an example

nd enforces the

metaphor should
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FinaIly, statistic analysis reveals that 63% of the analysed data is

common metaphor and only 36% for specifie one. Thus, which of the two

metaphor types outweighs the other in terms of frequency in language?

Within the category of common metaphor, statistic analysis reveals

the foIlowing hierarchy between the techniques used:

Translation by the same vehic1e: 70%

Translation by a different vehic1e: 20%

Reducing to groundlsense: 5%

Translation by simile: 5%

The statistics for the translation of specifie metaphors, however,

appears different from the first one in terms of distribution. The difference

between the percentages is reduced and varies between 14% as a minimum

percentage and 32% as maximum percentage for all the five techniques used

as it is illustrated below.

Translation by metaphor 32%

Reducing to groundlsense 22%

Translation by the same vehic1e 18%

Translation by a different vehic1e 14%

Translation by simile 14%

This statistic result confirms the aforementioned idea that there are

two levels in specifie metaphors. At the first level, in which specifie

metaphor is maintained culturaIly and linguistically in the TL, the metaphor

is frequently translated by the same or different vehic1e or converted to a

simile. At the second level, in which the SL metaphor is translated by its
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cultural correspondent, the metaphor is frequently translated by a TL

specifie metaphor or reduced to a groundlsense.

There are a number of points of interest which emerge from the

foregoing analysis. Sorne of these are clear enough due to their frequent

occurrence in the translation sample, while others raise issues which need to

be explored further in future translation research.
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Conclusion:

The conclusion of this research is not really a conclusion in the strict

sense of the word; it is an introduction in the sense that it leads to unsolved

questions or sometimes to answers that should be explored in more details.

A conclusion is always an open channel towards sorne unexpected

problematic issues raised along the evolution of one's research.

The main conclusion of this research is that, to avoid the overlap of

the techniques used in metaphor, metaphor translation should be classified

from translation perspective. The model proposed in this research suggests

that metaphor should be classified into common and specifie. Common

metaphor is shared between two or more languages whereas a specifie one

is purely cultural. ln terms of metaphor translation techniques, it seems from

the analysed data that translation by metaphor is the only distinctive feature

distinguishing specifie metaphor from common metaphor. The following

remarks sum up all the conclusions drawn from this research.

1- Translation theory lS m mess and only through the

'Complementarity of knowledge' -not only translation but also all human

sciences- can a scientific answer be given to any subject matter.

2- Adaptation as a technique should be the last resort in the translation

process to adjust the SL to the TL.

3- The translator should be bilingual and bicultural at the same time,

the metaphor translation reveals that culture is crucial in the decision made

by the translator. Culture is no less important than language in the

translation process.
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4- This research reveals that it is impossible for a translator, especially

of a literary text, to bind himself in only one translation approach. Each

sentence in a literary text may require a different approach and a special

treatment. It is the text which has the last word to define the translation

approach, not the translator.

5- A complementary model based on different approaches will be

fruitful in practical translation.

6- Two language registers should be taken into account in the

translation process: normal language and poetic language; the latter requires

special treatment.

7- The translation of a literary text should be a recreation rather than a

translation by maximizing sameness as quality and minimizing differences.

8- Compensation as a technique is unable to compensate everything in

the ST.

9- Translation and phonetics is a prormsmg field that needs to be

explored. Phonetics has a role to play in solving the prosodie issues in the

translation process.

10- Western theory of metaphor is characterized by a variety of scales

used to c1assify metaphor inc1uding mental, multidimensional and lexical.

This diversity of scales proposed shows quiet complex divisions between

types of metaphor.

11- Arab theory of metaphor is governed by a 'structural scale'

whereas the western approach is govemed by a 'Multidimensional

scale'.

12- This research reveals the overlap of the translation techniques used

in Newmark's and Dickins's approaches. The root of this overlap seems to
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be the reliance on a ready classification originally made for other purposes

rather than translation ones.

13- Translation by rnetaphor thus far is the only distinctive feature

between cornrnon and specifie rnetaphor. A specifie rnetaphor can be

translated by rnetaphor, whereas a cornrnon one cannot.

14- It seerns that specifie rnetaphor irnbedded two types: the first one,

although specifie, is translatable linguistically and culturally; whereas, the

second one is purely cultural. Culture, in this case, stands as an obstacle for

the translation process.

15- The first kind of specifie rnetaphor is generally translated by the

sarne vehicle or a different one; whereas the second one is translated either

by rnetaphor or reduction to ground/sense.

16- ln cornrnon rnetaphor, statistic analysis reveals that only two

techniques are frequently used which are, respectively, translations by the

sarne vehicle at a rate of 70%, and by a different vehicle at the rate of 20%.

These percentages are a proof that the analysed data in this category is a

cornrnon rnetaphor.

17- ln specifie metaphor, statistic analysis reveals also a near

equilibrium between the percentages of the usage of translation techniques.

This result confirms our remark about the existence of two levels in specifie

metaphor. The first kind of specifie metaphor is frequently translated by the

same vehicle at a rate of 18%, or a different one at a rate of 14%, or

converted into a simile at a rate of 14%. The second one, however, is

translated by metaphor at a rate of 32%, or reduced to ground at a rate of

22%.
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18- It seems along the practical analysis that metaphor is both a

universal and a cultural phenomenon at the same time. This assumption

reveals that what is common between people is more than what is not.

19- The common metaphor together with the first kind of specifie

metaphor are frequently replaced in the TL whereas the second kind of

specifie metaphor which is purely cultural needs to be reproduced.

20- Metaphor is a cross-cultural field through which cultures

and languages can borrow from each other.

21- Finally, 1 hope that this research contributes to shed light on this

fascinating subject. An exhausted data will contribute certainly to the

verification of the aforementioned assumptions. A comparative study of

many metaphors belonging to different cultures will contribute to the

elaboration of a univers al model of metaphor translation. This research is

only one drop in the ocean and only one step in developing an insight into

how metaphor translation works.
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